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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and wita Firmness in the Right.
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico. Saturday January
ti 192a:"
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Poster Tells Dramatic Story

Personal Mention
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Jacob o Rodriguez, eldest son of Mr.
nnd MrS. Juan Joso Rodriguez of Koy,
and brother to Mrs. Pablo P. Branch,
diejt at St Anthony's Hospital, Denver,;
Suáday morning, He has been in fea- bio' health for some lime but has
predated in remaining at Denver a!- thai friends here have tried to per- suido him to oomo home. He worked
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Prof. Graham who has been on the
' v
,
sick list for the past two weeks was
able to resume Ids work the first of
'
the week.
Last' Friday ended the fifth month
of the present term of school. Only
four more months of school and we
nart of the time w.d the rest hai will be ready for vacation again.
The relay rices which have been
begn in the hospital. The Home Ser
vie
Red Crass,. has been keeping tab run the past few days has developed
onihis case for some time and recently some good runners in our school; but
had his Soldiers Life Insurance re- we have not yet figured out the chaminstated and has had him looked after pion runner.
Don t forget the program which is
ni i other ways by the Denver Kea
Cross, .He was a soldier and was to be given by the lower grades next
v
discharged because 'tú physical disa- - Friday, which begins promptly at
forty o'clock.
over a year ago.
.
'
,
'if,
lake' was an exemplary young man,! Miss Gezelachowski the third and
grade-teach- er
sick
on
the
was
fourth
and for vears has contributed to the
suhnori of his aged parents until list last Thursday,
The examinations for the fifth
broken down in health in the service
month of school were held Thursday
of ihis country.
The. body was sent by express from and Friday and we all feel much rt- Denver to hia parents here, arriving lieved at least for one more month.
Wednesday. The funeral was held The papers written show that good
Thursday", A. M. at the Red Cross work has been done the past month.
Rooms' at Roy, in charge of the Sol- - sixth grade and Tclesfor Andrade n
Miss Ofelia Lucero a student of thi
r,S. Rnv nf the American Lctrion.
.
.
" ,
conducted by Rev. Fr... Felix Vachon former student of the Roy schools
a H attended bv a larife concourse of were married Monday by Rev. Father
Felix Vachon. This is our first wedfriends of the family.
ding in the school this year. We
Legion,
the
rom'
f
.tributes
thL' Red Cross and, friends added ma- - wonder who will be next?
Miss Blevini was on the sick list
terially to brighten the sombre scene
suboC the last rite and he was .buried Wednesday and Miss Lasca Gray
her
absence.
during
stituted
comrades
his
by
.9
t
with military honors
Ruby Everett was on the sick list
in the Roy Cemetery.
week.
.Th gratitude of the parents and the first of the
and Mrs. Bohan-ath-- j
Mrs.
L.
Justice
C.
for
expressed
hereby
is
leJalKes
foot
racers
at the Roy
the
attended
Antho-nv
St.
by
the
care taken of him
the penver Red Cross and Roy School last Friday afternoon.
' I rime Service, to the Legion and the
The ninth grade is now taking up
study of agriculture.
the
helpful
Avho
been
have
mny friends
Miss Gertrude Bruce met with an
td him' iii his illness and to them in
accident the first of the week and
their bereavement.
cam.-- to school with a swollen jaw.
ID)
Miss Hanna was ill Tuesday and
C. K. Anderson arrived in Roy last
"Thursday from La Porte, Indiana and Lasca Gray taught in her place.
K
Misses Clara and Ollie Wiudland
tbe gladdest man to get back we havb
school after an
back
to
have
started
to
October
in
left
He
seen lately.
NtllilliMllirtflClti.'ltMWtllWL.WtWfckwt
of some weeks.
live in the east the rest of his life absence
is
school
in
the
class
The
music
Unit the great West had got into his
This plcturo, painted especially for tot Near Ea Relief by M. Leone
Thirty-tw- o
in
nicely.
blood till he couldn't stay. His son, progressing
vividly portray what words fall to express the horrible lulTerlns
Urarker,
promoted.
been
Glenn came with him to Kansas City number. All have
of the women and children of Armenia and adjacent countries.
Peace ha?
this
been
absent
has
Hughes
Ora
to enter an Automobile school but
blessed Europe and America for more timo a year but Id Western Asia conof
sickness
account
week
on
was deterred by an epidemic of flu
ditions more frightful than any war tlmt esperlences of the martyred popuGemís Wildman left school Monday
ithere. Lee and his wife will drive
lations of Uelglum and France atlll exist. Thousands of women and children
sickness.
account
of
on
morning
when
Oakland-thru in the new
escaped massacre by the Turkish soldiers otily to face the terrible sícmle ot
and sixth
fifth
of
the
pupils
The
is more favorable.
grado room
the wedding ol dentil by starvation. At the present lime It Is estimated that 1,250,000 adulta
Mr. Anderson will put in wit'u
, attended
and fully 50,000 orphaned children are completely destitute and In Imminent
i
in
,
boys in the new macmne snop an.i vt''",,B W"Y
.
,
danger of death by starvation and exposure.
- at.
i...fl.i:
garage mey are uuuu.i.g.
,
,
Í
The Near Kast Ketlef, 1 MadtsoivetiBe. New Tork, I
r
prcsrnt th
'
'
,
Many friends are glad to see Mr.
only organisation giving aid to these suirerin people and lack of fund still
..sent
been
Berth
has
Sdf
Cml
make,
Roy
and
to
it
return
.Anderson
tne school to m and prevents the reachlna. of more thnn a small part of Hie stricken people.
us all glad we are here and have no nor tardy during to
not
break his record
determined
is
,l, Mre to roam.
I
Last weeks
wan bad enougii
? Mvn IIainpa
LIBERTY
Belle
r'.'Ut this mr: will be wom. We havni
Laura
and
Rychtoki
Mary.
Tucumca
wont
to
M. Ccfleen
:John
tc.-,
,
.
...
.
tuiitliiir a new oTico since
n.e T. nlt uro the R ue Ribbon Winners
I
mnc ITVUiicuu
lu iiivv ...A.J. wv.
Mrs. Henrietta RusseH, of Mills. U 'week, moved th big piws to its
"
newj
1
f eon o n her return from California.
spending; the weak with her daughter. location and are sunning it to print
no iiuiin uia i'vii.
ine
uiuiiH
are
Thursday
and
honu:
came
'lhev
Mrs. llobt. Holmes.
tins paper while it stands on block.-out at the ranch again. Mrs. C. re- Ribbon Winners. visited the third and
The Christman Weil Drillers struck wailing for a foundation. All in all
Farley
Mrs.
ports a perfectly splendid time and a
ímví vein of water at the unth o? this is a strenous life but,
whan wei
room Monday afternoon. ía
swell wedding while in Pasadena. Her fourth grade
'130 ft. at Joe Wright's Ranch last get tlw new odiee finished and equip- of
pupil
a
former
Tayfoa,
Amalia
them
the
cat
in
met
lirother Albert
in L. A. ped it is going to be nearer up with
Rv Sehnnl. who has heeft in the week. They are no w
.and put them out to the ranch.
the tr.wn of Roy than it has been for
Mills School returned to Koy scnooi
Sunday School ü pri!rre.-'hinijvly the. past two years.
n.l today. ,
G. E. Holtsclaw, who bought
Opal Bohanan and "- - wio uwi niumr.Mueiu oi ana
Jehu Holt.a-lawlives on the John Schaoidcr farm
Harry i. Wortman and wife, haw
but this week! Day, Superintendent. Iteniemher S
Bens-.are
Raymond
north of Roy, is a new subscriber
is- I,t'ns t 1(1 a. m. r sur.-- and k'one to Colorado Springs for the rest
sickness.
of
account
on
He says they tell him
tira-jthe
be on
of the winter where they have purO
Mrs. Justice, Mrs. Bohanan an.l come and
never amount to anything in the
h. C. Cameron purchased Joe Mitch-- ! chusedi a rooming house, the "Iowa"
visit oi s last
primary
were
Farley
Mrs.
regularly.
.community till be reads it
lell'fl Ranch last week, near Pleasant, and will conduct it in future.
i
Mr.
eighth View; Mr. Cam ron was forlunato wortman and his urotner Oeorge have
the
for
examination
The
Springof
Floersheim,
Judge I. C.
rada will be bold on March 18 ami, in ooraining sucn a we.it improveu planted 2H.1 acre? of wheat, this fall
sum ot 14 per mifi j,e will be t ick naxt summer to
er, late editor of the Springer Times,
Anril 15 and 10 and May 20 andjiarm at tne
'
.,! i
has received an appointment as Chief 21. There are nine pupils in iu- -.
tu....
AH- y I1U.U'? U IMJIIU
llCIJtV.1l, II.
IUl
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Holmes an i wheat this year and for the past three
Clerk in the State Revenue Collectors eighth grade who will take this cx daughter Helen, M ra Henrietta Rus years and are lined up for another'
oftiee at Santa Fe and has gone to
aminatinn.
rassurae the duties of the office. Mr.
sen, ueo. ijucas anu iamuy were in but will mjoy city life between liarFloersheim is a son of J. Floersheim
returned Sun-- 1 Sunday guests of T. M. Ogden and vests,
Leatherman
W.
3.
O.
of Roy and has. long been prominent day' from a visit with Mrs. Leather- - wife.
The
Mr. Fred Davis of the Brand
in Colfax County polities.
G. R. Abernathy writes from Kirka-villman in Oklahoma where she is taking
seems a desirable one and
Imunity and Miss Ruby Bowman of
Mo. that Mrs. A. is rallying
treatment,
the Pleasant View . community were finely from her operation and will be
one which I. C. can fill with ease and
.
..
:
:
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.
.
.
.
o
i
r.
credit to the office.
Jim Pritchard is the carpenter on uiumju m iiiaiimgu raw ounuay m.vi- able to come home in about two
building, noon at the home of Mr, and Mrs. montnfl q e may come g00ner i?
n
new
ih
' Virgil Anderson is pulling his big !
Russell Kerns is his helper and theyjS. F. Davis. Only the immediate fam- al, goe3 wcllnew cornshelller with his old steam have been making a brave showing uies o. i.ne eonuacung parné were
,
tractor. It was too heavy a load for thus far. We expect to be all under invited. After felicitations the bridal
A Cruces' are expecting their
F
the little tractor but it shells as fast roof this week again. Mr. Pritchard party and guests were served to a elleRt daUghtt.ri Mab!e Applegate and
as the corn can get to it with the big is a Cement worker as well as carpen- six o'clock dinner.
family, who are returning from Mon-Mr. and Mrs. Davis will go to tana to cnjoy gunny New Mexic0.
engine.
ter and his coming makes possible
more building than the few builders housekeeping soon in the home, which
J. W. Beck went to Denwr, Tues- we have had could put across. All tha groom had furnished previous to
A car of coal arrived Saturday and
Many friends extend was unloaded and delivered quicker
day on. Ford business.
of them have more work ahead than the wedding.
congratulations.
than some cars have been unloaded
".. .
. ..
. ..
Qt,,tiiithey can see over.
j
.........i
111
I'll III líl- LU U(
IJILR.
v..."
into the coal shed.
Sunday.
over
Stock
here
the
friends
Mitchell
T.
attended
E.
and visited
Ira Thetford, of Mills, called Mon
groDick is on the road again selling
Ross Eaton of Eldon, Missouri, has
to add his $2 to the building fund Show at Denver last week. He failed
day
aud
ceries in Texas and Oklahoma
S- -.
and incidentally keep'ev to arrive home when expected and had been back visiting his farm at Mills.
of
the
him to be a
maA uaiflouB (Uiuioa friends wondering if ho was tryin
yoiii would never guess
He returned Tuesday and stopped in
to buy out the show again.
harvest hand only last harvest.
Roy to greet friends.
,
Jim Christman came, into town Tuss- news
and a train of
Our attention is called to a
Mrs. Ernest Anderson is extra help
tractor
Gearge Wortman's took a trip in
his
with
day
Westitem to the effect that the South
three wagons loaded with 18,000 lbs. jat the Fairview Pharmacy since his new ear last week, visiting El
Empom.
of
Co.,
ern Farm Mortgage
Ernest quit work at the new bhop. Paso, Juarea and many intermediate
of beans.
Kansas, had been placed in the hands
Her friends arc glad to see her behind towns. He is vacationing after a very
PUBLIC
fountain again.
of a receiver following the disappearthe
THE
TO
strenuous summer in the wheat fields
president
.
This is to notify you that I am go- ance of Edward J. Conklin
wWch netted him enough to make the
6th. It is
poison on my farm to
B. Beller, an aged citizen of tha trip no extravigande.
more ing to put out
uogs anu raw. Bueyer.-.- community was found dead
said the Company has failed for
prairie
and
gopher
kill
did a
than $50,000.00 This company
Glenn Anderson arrived Tuesday
his homo where
This land is Sec. 20, Twp. 22 N., Rng. in the dooryard-o- f
lavge business here last year. P
H. C. WEATHERILL,
25.
he lived alone for several years, last from Indiana. He is looking fine and
ofmissing
Owner. Tuesday morning. He had apparently glad to be back home.
Conklin, father of the
ficial being in charge of the business.
hnon flunil for some tima when dis- on
T
It is reported that some partiestheir
DOG TAX NOTICE
He was 05 years ot ag'.!
Maib went to Kansas itit.1 covere(i.
W.
this mesa have not received
Dog taxes are long past due. Tho
(in business and will remain for and death appeared to have resulted
week
they
money on their loans although
some time.
ey from apoplexy or hear failure. He City Clerk has Dog Tags to sell, It's
are getting duns far the interest on
was oxeen trie and preferred living up to you. Either shoot your dotr.
o
them. The moral is obvious.-N- busicorn a hundred yards long alone and frequently was not seen for buy a tag and keep him legitimately
of
Piles
do
from
matter who you borrow
and a big sheller digging at one emi days by his son who lives near or or have him shot by order of the vill...ntnn.,rlilrA
ness in a sate ami imaurcBsimc W1f.. of them was one of the sights we saw by- his neighbor?.
lage Trustees. Don't, be a knocker.
CanQn fam near Lib- Don't sign notes and mortgages iori
came to Roy for a coiTia If you want to keep a doe, comply
Friends
anyone till you have the equivalent Jn"aghoo, Sun(lay. Few people re- and he was buried in the eommunity with iha law, if not get rid of him.
Ka"'-aliin cash in your hands or thi
the Village Clerk,
For dog tags,
the ,momi of corn grown on cemetery near. hs homestead.
safe.
M. FLOERSHEIM
.It isn't
tho mesa thin year.
j
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1,000,030

Death Is Message Drought by
Miss Dakesian.
ft bread line of 120,000 fampeople waiting for twenty-fou- r
hours a day for the dolo of food that
I
ilu solo barrier between them find
lentil f ntk starvation. That Is the
siunitlou In Alexandropol, a city In
Rn&tUin Armenia, according to Miss
tlimnhie Lmkehlan, pretty Annenlan
girt, one- of the survivors of four years
Itiin-ln- e-

ished

two-bilit-
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A deal was closed last week whereby J. V. Beck becomes owner of, tho
Koy Garage und Ford Agency, tha
business here heir.i severed from th
Stubblefield Garage at Springer and
will in future go it alone.
Mr. Beck has remarkable- succesn
since locating here and now that it
is a wholly Roy institution it will ba
more popular than ever with his

ilr. Eeck's brother, Roy W. Beck
is an expert electrician, will be located
here henceforth and they will push
the business Delco Lighting alonj
with the Garage business and other

including the management
county campaig.t
i for
Mara County which Joe has to
put across.
activitie

of the Democratic

One of the swellest weddings in Roy
recently was that of Miss Ofelia Luv
cero and Mr. Tclesfor Andrade,, two
of Roy's very young people the. brida
is 15 and the groom 17. The weddin;
was solemnized by Fr. Felix. Vachon
at the Chapel of St. Georges at 10 n,
m., Monday, Jan. 26, in the presence
of a number of invited guests. Tha
attendant social rites and feast was
prepared for the bride, by her sister,
Mrs. Frank Seidsl and the wedding
dinner was provided by the groom in
the absence of his nearest relative and
guardian, Mrs. A. Ai Lucero.
The. dining room, of the Cafe was
tastefully decorated and the young
and their guests had a fine
j couple
time and a splendid feast. In tha
evening a gra& baile was given in
their honor at the Roy Theatre. Many
friends rejoice with them in their hak
i

piness.

.

Elmer N.eill and family have b!1
been seriously ill with flu since the.ir
return from the east last week. All

n

ill íí cíe
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arc better at last reports.

MIS3 HERMINE

DAKESIAN.

of the horrors of Turkish massacres
Saved by an Ameriand deportations.
can woman, she hHS come (o this country and entered Oberlln Colleee.
With her come fourteen other Armenian girls to charge ot Miss AdelAlde
S. Dwlght, a Near East Relief worker,
who has been Instrumental In helping
to save hundreds of thousands of their
people from death by starvation. Miss
Dwlghf, who Is not given to exanjer-atloend has seen conditions at first
hand, says mora than a million people
are facing death by starvation In Armen' and will perish aaless America
-

aids."
totfftftt&VHerself an eyewitness to (he (laugh,
ter of hundreds of helpless women
and children by the Turks and a victim of the deportations, Miss Dnke-Tñso ünnsflnily pretty girl, says
there Is unlold suffering In Armenia
and Syria. Sho praises the efforts of
the Near East Relief, formerly the
'
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Is the

from
James (Cardinal) Gibbous
rend at tho
big meeting In
Washington In
aid of (he
Near East Relief. The ven-

SDanish-Ameriea-

;

.

of soldiers.

message

e,

j

.,tH'l! Ul.

' Tho surest sign of spring for th
past fifty years is in evidence. Boys
are playing marbles in the street every
day and the weather has all the eccentricities of early spring.

questionnaires for hoadquar.
tors at Denver, besides attending to
the correspondence for the families

sr-ia-

m

Dr. Divers, of Dawson, was1 called
in consultation with Ev. Plumloe and
other Roy physicians in the case oí
Mrs. Gibbons at the Plumlee Hospit
al last week. The doctora U agreed
that they could not assure help by
an operation but she and her husbani.
and parents are still firm in the belief that they will pull her throug
yet and her symptoms seem to warrant them in tho belief. Many friends
hope, they will succeed in restoring
her to health.
.

Will Hill has his big new barn near-l- y
completed on his farm east of
Auierlcnn Committee for Armenian arid town,
He tried to build it last sumSyrian Itellef, to ave as many ot
mer but couldn't find the time. Hu
theso people as possible. At Erivan,
piped water from his well to
the capital of the Armenian republic, has house and pastures and things
barn,
one hot menl Is given out dally, and by
a lot more modern at his placo
this relief alone the city's death rata are they were eight years ago.
than
hn been cut from a thousand dally to
an average of twenty. At Alcxnndro-po- l.
The Secretary of the Home Servio
where the refugees from Turkish
department of the Red Cross has had
Artncnlu were driven by thousands, tha
n tmsy week attending to the business
Situation Is appalling. Miss Dakeslnn
We now hav.j
of the soldier boys.
a a,vs.
It Is to overt theso wholesale
twenty-eigh- t
boys on our list, for
deaths that Near East Itellef Is making
whom we have made applications fo?
a nation-widappeal for fund.
travel pay, copies of discharges,

1

,

Jess Davenport was in Roy a bhort
Saturday enroute home from
Springer where he was closing a deal
with the Roy Garage by which his
property in Roy was transferred to
J. V. Beck. Jess is a Missouri farmer new, wears a full beard of red
whiskers and looks fat and rosy.
time

Ma

erable primate
of the Catholic

Church
"i

If

(

Li.,,

Internationiil.)

Cardinal Gibbons.

In

America Is InIntertensely
ested In the
which
appeal

the Near East
Relief will make to the country In
February for funds to support lt
work among the starving peoples of
that stricken land. To the Washington meeting ha wrote :
"Advices ond Information

eomlng

from the Near East cannot be doubted. There Is great octunl suffering
and famine. These people, recently
become Independent and released
from bitter thraldom, cannot support themselves. And tha Christian
end common Instincts of humanity
which have prompted the people of
tha United States during the last
two years to relieve Hie distress
and ueeds, especially of tha Near
East, must not be allowed to grow
cold and be diminished.
"I hope we shall all unite In this
present emergency end be able (o
collect sufficient funds to enable
these peoples to live and work until
next summer brings them permanent relief and subsistence. I call
upon all to respond generously to
the appeal now being made and
trust that the committee will be
gratified with the results."

AMERICAN

LEGION

PROTESTS

Committee Appeals to Red Cross Chap
ter at Ottawa, III., to Crntinue
Home Servir : Work
The protest of the American Legion
in Ottawa, Illinois, was the meani
of preventing a disc ltinuance of th
Red Cross Home Sr. vice for soldier
and sailors and their families.
the Home Service ih
connection with service men had been
so unobtrusive that its need was not
thoroughly understood in the commun
ity. But the men whose lives orne
Sorvice had touched, knew its real vaU
ue, and realizing the amount of work
still to be done for other service men
and their families, felt most Btrongly
that it should be continued.
This feeling against the withdrawal
of Home Service resulted in the Amer
ican Legion, represented by a committee of four, appealing to the Red

Cross Chapter to continue this activity

The Central Division of the Red Cross

sent a representative from Chicago
to study the situation . A meeting of
the Red Cross Chapter committee and
the committee representing the Le
gion resulted in a decision to continue
Homo Service in Ottawa.
"When You Are in Rome," Etc
The saying Is taken from St. Ambrose's advice to St. Austin In regard to Sabbath keeping. lie says to
St. Austin: "When I nm in Rome I
fact as tho Romans do; when I nm
In Milan I do not fast. S.l likewise
you; whatever church you. come to,
observe Hie custom of the place, tf
vou would neither a've offense to other?, nor take offense from them."
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TRFTB0RT5S-MERRIL-

COMPANY"

L

of fiber is an expression of the indi-

Continued.

vidual."
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"And I you," breathed M'sungo. lie
slipped to his knees, took both her
hands la his and looked into her eyes
as though he could never take his fill
of the sanity that had come back to
them.

"Now you're trying to pull down the
to which Tve hitched my personal
wagon," said M'sungo with his slow
smile. "Well," he continued, "take It,
handle it, but let it go again when
you're through with it, because I need
it high up and far ahead. When I realized that that M. 0. wasn't a liar, after
all "
"White Man I" broke In Andrea and
leaned forward. She stared at him
wide-eye- d
and flushed of cheek. "Are
you Trevor?"
He nodded.
"Robert Oddman Trevor?"
"Robert Trevor," he confirmed and
simplified.
"Oh, White Man I" she cried again,

star

"Andrea Pellor," he went on, "before
yon have time to think about It I want
to tell you that you and I can never
feel shame again. I want you to know
that no man, however mean or tarnished by life, could do the Intimate
things that I have done for you and
will still have to do, without feeling
the pangs of a love that Is rooted outside the limits of passion."
lie dropped his eyes as though before a confessional. "Until I saw you
quite helpless, until I saw you pass to dropping her hands into her lap and
the other side of pain, I didn't know gazing at him with an intensity that
that I had a heart. I had a strange slowly drove the blood from her, face.
conception of love as a thing that you She was sitting In her hammock-chairgive generously to dogs, sparingly to propped against all the pillows the
men ond never to women except as a camp could produce. She took a long
breath and then she spoke again.
last surrender to the unknown."
He paused; Andrea smiled faintly. "Will you do something for me a little
"And now?" she prompted.
"Now, " he answered.
"Now I
know that a man must travel far beyond the limits of every-da- y
emotions
to come up with love Itself. He may
find content and drowsy happiness in
some woman possessed of all the qualities that command affection, but love
Itself dwells far beyond at the crossroads of weakness and strength. And
so you helplessness, carried to that
last degree, has wound itself around
my heart with a grip that will never
loosen."
"Poor White Man !" said Andrea.
"Whether you want me," he continued gravely, "or mock me, whether
you are true or untrue, pure or Impure
all those things no longer matter,
for love Is an integral possession. You
may leave me, put the width of the
world between us, and the breath of
your body will still be the breath of
mine, the surge of your blood will be
the surge of mine; your sins will be
my sins, because your helpless self,
stripped of all the clogs of flesh, has
twined Itself for always with the fibers
of my heart"
"So you would give three pounds for
me," murmured Andrea.
He let go her hands and rose quickly
to his feet. "You are stronger than
I thought," he said. "No, I'll never give
a cent for you. I'll wait till you're
well and then I'll take you in free
fight and in my own way."
But Andrea did not hear him; she
had sunk back lax Into her pillows.
Two tears crept from under her closed
eyelids and down her hollow cheeks.
"I'm so weak," she whispered, "so
weak I can't cry."
The white man cursed himself aloud.
No one knew better than he that It
Is not won when the tide of battle
turns, and that he who sleeps on the

verge of victory awakes to defeat.
He settled down to the long vigilance
that was his price of peace. The day
and a night came and went before he
could draw the long, quivering breath
of relief that marked the passing of
danger.
During the stage Of convalescence he
read and talked to her by the hour,
but the time came when she would
have no more of the printed page. He
had spoken a passage here and there
from the book of his own life and now
she demanded the volume from cover
to cover. He told her of his boyhood
In k New England country town, of
scrapes In school and of the disaster
In college that had turned him from
the narrow road of specialization In the
diseases of the nose and ear to that
broad highway which is trod lightly
and aimlessly by stray dogs and citizens of the world.
phy"You would have made
sician," said Andrea, almost regret.

fully.

often look so

eyes

far ahead.

are fixed right

here,
on tms sou or Africa, because from
her overflowing breast I've drawn my
staKe or a minion. That's a bit mixed,
but It's clear, isn't It?"
"Yes," said Andrea. "Go on."
"Another thing that is written In
the book of great truths, which, by the
way, is the primer of the citizens of
the world," continued Trevor, "is the
axiom that success begins at the point
where a man stops asking for favors
and starts giving them. You'll get the
connection when I remind you that

the possessor of a million of anything
can always give favors."
"A whole cotillion," agreed Andrea.
"Having a million, I shall have no
difficulty In building s railroad across
Africa with other people's money, and
having built one, I shall build another
and then another. To put It In a nut
shell, I might say that from now on
all my pe&jin will be stated In terms
of miles of roadbed what you English
call permanent way. Other and greater
men have built empires; I should like
to knit them together."
"When are you going to start?"
asked Andrea.
"I've started already," answered
Trevor.
"I've got my stake and a
steamer besides ; that's pure velvet
."

"I'll tell you when yon really
started," said Andrea. "The moment
you connected your Inner flame with
the star of Transport."
"You're coming on," said Trevor,
pleased at her remembering.
"And why," said Andrea, "have you
never once played the phonograph?"
"Eh I" exclaimed Trevor, his mind
turning somersault. "Look here," he
protested, "are you trying to bowl me
over with my own philosophy of contrasts? What the devil has the phonograph got to do with stars and inner
thing Isn't mine
flames? The d
that's why I never use it. It's tainted
by its prospective ownership."
"MacCloster," mused Andrea aloud.
thing?"
Her eyes flashed a smile at him.
"Why ask 7 said Trevor.
"Well, it's like this," said Andrea. "Well, anyway, I know It's going to
"I want to kiss you." She turned her be awfully Jolly."
"What? The phonograph.
eyes from his face and continued rap-Idl"No, silly. Building railroads."
mean
anything, of
"It needn't
course.
Nothing binding, you know,
CHAPTER X.
on either party. Only, you, see, anymomight
any
to
me
thing
happen
at
From that day Andrea's health bement; I might fall 111 again and just
pop off. So If you don't mind I'd gan to mend with tremendous rapidity.
Trevor never tired of watching her;
like to do It now, please."
Trevor's face presented a puzzle never ceased to wonder at a recovery
that nobody saw, for Andrea's eyes so rapid that Its daily transitions were
were anywhere but upon It. He arose visible. It reminded him of one of the
and came hesitatingly to kneel beside marvels of his boyhood. An old man
her chair. "Well," he said and she had said to him one dawn, "Hear the
almost laughed at the weird quaver in corn growing, sonny?" and he laughed,
whereupon the granddad had taken
his voice, "here I am. G go to It."
She put her arms around his neck him by one ear and marched him to
and came blindly toward him. "An- the nearest furrow. "Pick out a stalk
drea," he protested, "aren't you going and watch it, you little
he commanded. "See It grow, If you
to look In my eyes?"
She shook her head. "No," she whls can't hear."
Andrea was like that; she was unpered, "It isn't that kind of a kiss."
Her soft moist lips on his mouth furling as though !a the morning of a
were as light as a flower that sways new youth. Never had her eyes been
to its mate In the cool breath of the brighter, never her cheeks so quick
morning, salutes gently and recedes, to play with fire. Incidentally, she was
full, of a devil of mischievous reminfearful of bruising.
"There !" she cried, sinking back on iscent Innuendo.
"It's all a great Joke now, young
her pillows. "Now go on about the
lady," Trevor would defend himself,
star thing."
Trevor, a dazed look in his eyes, "but If you'd seen what I have of permopped his brow, returned to his chair nicious malaria, you'd keep grave for
and obediently repeated, "When I real- a year. I've seen three Swahills that
ized that that M. O. wasn't a liar after had nourished mosquitoes from their
youth up, fall like dogs, one after another, within a mile and a half of an
infected camp ond the best of them
weqt stone blind for a month."
"Did you nurse them, WThlte Man?
Did you see them through?"
These were the questions that drove
him nearest to desperation, but the
gleam In the eyes above the demure
mouth from which they issued invariably warned him of the trap in time.
He was on his guard; he knew that
there were things between him and
Andrea that speech would turn Into
ghastly skeletons walking by day and
which only consistent silence could
entomb. But so deep had grown his
sympathies that even in this he understood her. It was not that she was
perverse, but that her pride demanded
a constant test of his loyalty to her
other self that Internal self that had
lain bared, revealed and helpless In
his arms.
About those things which might have
aroused a legitimate curiosity, she
asked few questions. Without a word
of inquiry she saw him despatch twelve
picked men on some mysterious mission whose Intricacies and Importance
necessitated a preliminary palaver of
an hour's duration. Equally silent, she
wqtclied his detailed preparations of
a
safari. Tents were
brushed and set to air; cots and matprovitresses put out for a
sions of all sorts packed in
cases; water boiled, filtered and hung
In canvas coolers. Ohly a few days
before, just such signs as these had
"Are You TrevorH
made her heart heavy with unanswerquestionings, but her illness bad
all, and that my flying days were really able
moover, I hod to look around for new changed all that. The successive
steering lights. There are. Just three ments of the throbbing present each
thing? In the world today :, winning the in its turn filled her whole horizon.
She knew instinctively that he had
war is number one, and after that
something big up his sleeve, and that
come education and transport."
He nodded to himself, as if in con- he would shake It out on the slightest
firmation.
"I picked Transport for provocation. She also had a long memmy star. My mission is to ships and ory, and had no difficulty in recalling
railroads. I believe in all reverence his exact boast as to what he would
that together with education they can do when she was well. He was going
be welded Into the second coming of to take her in free fight. She was well
our Lord, bearing peace and not a now, she reflected ; she had never felt
sword. If you can only see my star better In her life, and If there was one
high enough and fur enough away, thing she hungered for more than anyou'll know that It shines on a world other, It was the promised combat.
There is no telling how long Anbeyond blasphemy."
He looked at her anxiously, ns drea's Innate stubbornness would have
though he feured she might stay nmong held out, nor at what point Trevor's
the shallows while he was trying to exasperation would have driven him,
show her his depths. She nodded. for their wordless contest was Interrupted by an event which he had both
"Go on."
"Beginnings," he continued, "always foreseen and feared. They were sitting j
look small measured against ambition's at a table after dinner on a I
..

,"

sun-bat-

one-loa- d

"Perhaps," he replied. "But-wouldn't have saved myself. I would
never have found myself. I would
have been one of those unconscious
mortals who spend their lives in a
group picture. I would never have
found out that there is something
within me that utterly rebels against
all those isms which aim at the collective classification of animal man
and whose goal la the herd Instead of
the individual."
"Cut isn't that old stuff?" asked
Andrea, yawning for the first time in
many days.
"No, it Isn't," said the white man
thoughtfully, "und I'll tell you why.
Never for centuries has intrinsic life
been so close as it is today to its true
level of proportionate valuation. What
was worth living for yesterday, isn't a
Justification today. Food, raiment and
measure less in the
a
thoughts of true men than do truth,
honor and the final quality of mercy."
He sat for long In on nlisorbed silence.
"Tell me," said Andrea, "how the
.r- K'tinn o' a million dollars' worth
1

bnby-gran-

I don't

Just now my

d
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cloudless
night, bttlllant under a
y
full moon, when a
sound
came
to disturb their purposeful silence. Trevor straightened In his
chair and leaned forward, his whole
body tense In the effort of listening.
It came again, a ghost of a sound that
gradually assumed substance and
rhythmic form until after five long
minutes it was recognizable as the
cadenced rumble of an African river
far-awa-

chantey.

Instantly Trevor was on his feet ne
issued orders to Bathtub, who Immediately began to clear the table and
eliminate every item of furniture that
would indicate a dual occupancy of the
white portion of the camp. They had
dressed that night for dinner, not as a
celebration or any special event, but
because they were both bored with
too much time on their hands. Trevor
now excused himself to Andrea and
withdrew to his room. In a few minutes he reappeared garbed in his
roughest khaki shirt and trousers. His
face was grave as he advanced on
Andrea with a nod toward her hut.
"MacCloster will be here in half an
hour," he stated. "I ask you to go to
your room, close and bar both doors
and stay there until I call you."
Without waiting for her comment,'
he turned and left her. She sat on,
with narrowed eyes, until she had finished her cigarette, and then, with a
glance around to see if Trevor were
watching, she arose and walked slowly
across the open court of the craal. In
her breast was a great rebellion at
the curt manner In which he had made
his request, but she had to admit to
herself that no other form of address,
coming from him, could have Impressed
her so deeply, moved her so quickly.
She went to her room, closed the
front door, but did not bar it, chose a
book and sat down to make a pretense
of reading. The sound of the chantey
rumbled near and then wavered afar
according to the bends of the river, but
in spite of this variation the sum of
Its volume swelled steadily In an
ominous approach until it died quite
suddenly at the boat landing.
There was a distant rattle of a
dozen puntlng-pole- s
dropped across
the thwarts, a spoken word or two
that carried marvelously across the
still night, and then a long silence suddenly shattered by a bellowing voice:
"Ship ahoy I Show your port and staryou. How in the
board lights, d
h
d'you think I'll make the channel'
Andrea rose quickly and laid her
ear to a crack In the door. Her pulse
was beatln fast, but she was smiling.
She heard Trevor come out and presently she heard him speak. His voice
was almost unrecognizable,. it was so
cold and so Incisive, like sharpened
steel.
In strange ' Incongruity, the
words he let fall were like drops of
molten metal.

she knew he had turned toward hi
room.
"Enforced, I can assure you, replied MacCloster. "Been strapped on
the wagon by lack of the neces "
The sound of his voice was cut
short by the closing of Trevor's door.
Andrea opened her own, Just a
crack, and looked out. In the very
center of the circular court squatted In
a ring a dozen
Their torsos were still glistening In
the moonlight from the sweat of their
labor. They all seemed dull of face
but mighty of muscle. None, not one,
of Trevor's people was In sight a
very surprising fact, for the African
loves a gossip with the stranger within his walls.
There was quite a long silence; then
came the muffled tones of the phonothrough the
graph, rising bell-lik- e
night In a climbing aria from "Faust."
Suddenly the sound wavered, swerved
and fell to a wrangling of frightened
notes as though some one had swept
the Instrument from Its balance. A
second later there was the thud of a
heavy boot on wood, Trevor's door
flew open and the still walling phonograph was hurled as from a catapult
fifteen feet through the air. It fell to
ground of the patio
the
with a terrific splintering crash, rolled
over on one side and was still. Andrea's eyes had been watching It, fascinated ; now they swerved, and stopped almost with a click of the suddenly arrested muscles.
Between her and the door of Trevor's hut stood the towering figure of
a man In quarter profile. She could
half-nake- d

hard-beate-

boat-boy-

n

WAS DISCOURAGED

St Charles

Man TelU How

He Suffered Before
Doan's Cured Him.
"Heavy strain on my back and being
exposed to all kind of weather, weakened my kidneya," says John 8. Shel-toof St. Charles, Mo. "The misery
in my back was constant and I had to
get up several times during the night
to pass the kidney secretions. I got no
rest nignt or aay
and lost twenty-tw- o
pounds in
weight. My eyes
burned as if there
were fire in
them. I also had
dizzy spells and
would feel as if I
were going to
t c h forward,
Eiharp
catches
would take me in
my back as if
w e re
someone
driving a sharp
Rr. Sheltn
into my
knife
back. My kidneys were so weak I had
no control over them and the secretions
rere scanty and burned in passage. I
had pains in my bladder too. f was
discouraged.
I tried different remedies
but received no benefit. I was advised
to use Doan'i Kidney Pillt and when
I did so I was soon relieved of my misery. Doan't cured me."
n

y.v
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Appropriate.
"What do you think are the best
flowers for an April bride to carry?"
"I would advise a shower bouquet"

HEAD STUFFED FROM
.

OR A COLD

CATARRH

Say Cream Applied In Nostrils
Opens Air Passages Right Up.
Your
Instant relief no waiting.
clogged nostrils open right up ; the air
passages of your head clear and you
can breathe freely. No more hawking,
snuffing, blowing, headache, dryness.
No struggling for breath at night;
your cold or catarrh disappears.
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
Balm from your druggist now. Apply

a little of this fragrant, antiseptic,
healing cream in your nostrils. It penetrates through every air passage of
the head, soothes the Inflamed or swollen mucous membrane and relief comes
Instantly.
It's just fine. Don't stay stuffed up
with a cold or nasty catarrh. Adv.
Proof.
"Do you know Jones?"
"I lent him a tenner this morning.
I should say I do know him."
"You lent him a tenner? Then J
should say you don't know him."

."Hello, MacCloster, you dirty, drunken brute I What's your price to go
away from here tqnlght? I can offer
you a case of Bols and all the kafflr
dogs in the craal to see you off."

TAKE ASPIRIN ONLY

The words and their manner astounded Andrea; for a moment It
It Was the Aria From Faust
seemed to her that these two men
must be Joking. Then she felt the Im- see his great shock of bushy red hair,
pact of an undercurrent of malevolence a bit of his shaggy beard, his enormous
such as she had never In her life Im- ly broad shoulders and the white gleam
agined, much less encountered.
She of his two hands hanging almost at his
quivered to the thought that here was knees. He was hatless and dressed
Trevor absolutely without gloves at In faded blue dungarees many sizes
last, every word an intentionally naked too small for his bulk.
blow.
As she watched him he raised his
"Trevor," said MacCloster in an oily arms in a wide still gesture and began
voice that was strangely softened and to sing. At the first note, quite un
Indescribably aggravating, "I like you. conscious of action, she let the door
I can't help likin' you ; you're so d
swing open and stepped out on the
unbiblical.
Not a whisper about a veranda. It was the aria from "Faust,"
sanguinary fatted calf. You go right the same aria, but oh! how different
to my heart with a case of gin. I ac- The voice of this man was like a huge
cept ; bring It out."
and glittering serpent of sound that
"No," said Trevor, "I'll send it up. writhed smoothly into the air, chai
Pll have it waiting for you by the time lenglng the dome of heaven itself.
you get back If you don't rot and fall
If there was one thing that Andrea
apart on the way."
knew better than another, it was the
"There you go," said MacCloster, accurate valuation of every operatic
pleasantly, "always cheerful, warm voice that had sung in Europe during
welcome on your tongue." Then, with the last decade. She
had been taken
a change that was like a thunder-cla:
to Covent Garden regularly before she
I
"Send It up, you dunghill bantam
was out, as a matter of education, and
Why the h
haven't you sent my no less regularly after her eighteenth
music box?"
birthday, as a matter of matrimonial
Andrea pressed her hands, her face business.
and her whole body against the door.
She knew Instantly that this extraShe was trembling slightly, but she ordinary apparition
in the wilderness
was not frightened; her Intelligence was nothing less than the solution
of
was too busy. It had leaped to, an un- a world mystery. He could be
but one
derstanding of Trevor's part In what man and that a person whose tremenwas going on outside. She forgot that dous triumph had been so
short as to
she had ever thought it a mere battle leave him with fame but
without a
of tongues. She could imagine this name. She was hearing the
Great
man, MacCloster, as a mountain of Voice the voice of the star
that had
brawn and sinew against which Tre- shone for a single night; resounded
vor was deliberately opposing all the but once through the Scala,
set as
moral weight of the old fighting slo- swiftly as It had risen and disappeared
gan, "Bully a bully I"
forever, leaving behind no trace beMore than that; she could now feel yond a memory so
short that It had
that the suppressed hatred she had become a recollection almost unbelievguessed at their words had come bold- able to the few
that had heard it.
ly into the open and that it was In a
Now her ears were filled with Its
sense labored and forced only because music to the exclusion of thought
or
its Intensity was beyond actual ex- reason or consciousness of self. She
pression. These men were stripped became nothing more than a
sentient
to almost unbelievable nakedness
channel. The easy power of the Voice
rapier and broadsword, lapping, thirst- lifted it beyond the common
standards
ing mightily for heart's blood and of vocal classification and gave
it the
nothing less. In comparison with her allure and the terror of the superhuown little struggle with Trevcr. the en- man. Its tenuity
seemed a thing Incounter assumed the proportions of a corporated apart, an actual
substance
meeting of elements.
with beckoning arms and hands.
"I didn't send it," said Trevor soft- drew her slowly, steadily out into It
the
ly, "because I didn't want to remind quivering moonlight,
held her, lifted
myself you were still unburied. Be- her face with It toward the sky.
sides, It looks so clean "
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
4
"I know," Interrupted MacCloster.
Once more his astonishingly flexible
Cotton.
voice changed Its tone to one of unPractically all of the
d
cotfeigned calm. "I can understand, of ton is produced In the states of
Georgia, Florida and South Carollnn,
course," he remarked conversationally, "you dislike the Idea Of carrion in the finest coming from the chain of Islconjunction with the virgin polish of ands off the Carolina coast. It Is well
a mahogany box. Well, let's have a named
cotton, as when
grown away from tlie coast the fibei
look at the thing."
"I don't remember having seen you rapidly degenerates into upland cotso sober before," said Trevor, in the ton unless seed grown in the Islands
for planting successive crop
same easy tone, and from its sound

AS TOLD BY BAYER
"Bayer" Introduced Aspirin to the
physicians over 18 years
ago.
To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions in each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets
of Aspirin."
This package Is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross.".
The "Bayer Cross" means the gens
uine,
Aspirin prescribed
by physicians for over eighteen years.
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" can be
taken safely for Colds, Headache,
Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Joint Pains, Neuritis, and Pain generally
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets cost
but a few cents. Druggists also sell
larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoacetlcacldester
of Salicylic-aciAdv.
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Charity Collector Have you any
particular use for your old clothes?
Surly Citizen Sure.
I'm wearing
them.
A gem of thought Is often Impaired
by a bad setting.
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Stomach Kidney
Keep the vital organs healthy by
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THOUSANDS PROCLAIM
THE MERITS OF
PE-RU--

NA

ReiJ Their Letiori
Mrs. Martha C. Dale, It. F. D. 1,
Cannon, Del., writes: "I am entirely cured of chronic catarrh of
the stomach and bowels by
Mr. J. Bayer, Glendale, Oregon:
"There' is no medicine like
for catarrhal deafness."
Mrs. Kate Marquis, Middleburg,
Ohio:
cured me of
catarrh of the head and throat."

MRS. WARD, NEW BRITISH

A

Mrs. Humphry Ward (portrait
herewith) has been appointed a magistrate in Great , Britain by the lord

"PE-KU-N- A

Mr.

J.

H. Collins, Wesson,

Mis-

sissippi:
makes ma
feel vigorous and able to work
without that tired, weak feeling I
Usually have otherwise."
Mrs. P. Ludvigsen, Austin, Minnesota: "I got rid of my liver
trouble and can eat anything sine
taking
Mrs. L. Hearing, 283 East 169th
St., New York City: "For catarrh
of the head and stomach, I have
better than any
found
ether medicine."
Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St.,
Atlanta, Georgia:
cured me after I had suffered
fifteen yeara with rheumatism."
Mrs. Leona Dodd, R. No. 3,
Medon, Tennessee:
is a grand medicine for coughs and
"FE-RU-N- A

chancellor.

She Is one of seven.

The

others are the Marchioness of Londonderry, daughter of Viscount Chaplin
and wife of one of the richest peers In
England f the Countess of Crewe;
Mrs. Lloyd George, wife of the prime
minister; Mrs. Sidney Webb; Miss
Gertrude Tucker and Miss Elizabeth

"PE-RU-N- A

colds."
So many diseases are due to catarrh and catarrhal conditions,

the best medimakes
cine in the world to have on hand
for emergencies and general health
protection. Thousands of families
re never without a bottle of
or a box of
Tablets in the medicine cabinet
That is the safe way.
anyYou can buy
where in tablet or liquid form.
A
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SENATOR

Bon't Wait to
Keep welL Whenever your appetite
beams to flag, or a
aour stomach and
a coated tongue
warn you, take

CARTERS
1 iTTin

IVER
4 PILLS

cease.
Good for man, woman and child. For
your health's sake stick to this old,
tried and true remedy. Purely vegetable.
Small Pill Small Dose Small Price
DR. CARTER'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic fot
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
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Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Cuticura
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25 and 50c, Talca
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SOCIALIST BERGER, STORM CENTER?

Rare Coins Are Worth a Fortune.
N. T.
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Some men have a regular Sunday
morning attack of homesickness When
the church bells ring.

)

good, wholesome
flavor of toasted
Burley tobacco.

Q ñ Guaranteed by
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The appeals In Berger's behalf
were made on the ground that summary action denying his constituents
representation in the house Incites,

rather than suppresses, radicalism.
Dalllnger, in urging Berger's exclusion, said that the situation was
the same as before and that members
of the house, under the Constitution, could not seat a mun held to be disloyal
to his country. Berger, It will be remembered, was convicted in 1919 in Chicago of disloyalty to the United States and sentenced to twenty years in prison.
He Is at liberty pending his appeal.
Following the action of the house, Berger declared he would run again
and be elected. He said his exclusion was "one of the worst attacks on representative government ever witnessed in this country."
In New York Berger boasted he would carry the Socialistic flag to congress
Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on or to prison. He said he would run again, seven times if necessary.
Berger's district Is the fifth Wisconsin, most of which lies In Milwaukee.
the package, then you are sure your
child is having the best and most harm
less laxative or. physic for the little
Children
stomach, liver and bowels.
"LOST A BATTLE AND WON A' WAR"
Full
love its delicious fruity taste.
directions for child's dose on each bot
tle. Give It without fear.
Viscount Jelllcoe, admiral of the
Mother Tou must, say "California
1
British fleet, former first spa lord of
Adv.
the British admiralty and cpmrminder
of the British grand fleet In the battle
You may think that yon are loved
of Jutland, says he had a good time
by your neighbors, but don't bet on. It
as the guest of the American people
during his unofficial visit.; He was
Cannni R Cnrerl
presented to the houses of Congress.
by LOCAL. APPLICATIONS, as they
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enced by constitutional conditions. HALL
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
and acts through
It Is takenon Internally
the Mucous Surfaces of the
the Blood
8y st em. HALL' S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is composed of some of the best tonlci
known, combined with some of the best
blood purifiers. The perfect combination
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE Is what produces such wonderful results In catarrhal condition.

Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Props., Toledo, Ohio.
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The' Bad Old Days.
B. Gough Kyan of Rochester

Oh, So Much!
Wife You complain that I am al
ways asking you for money. Why
don't you give me sojnuch a year and
have done with it?
Hub I do give you "so much.
That's Just what I complain of.

:
Young Wife Had to Be Satisfied as to said in a temperance address
"No more of this reason losing,
the Identity of Husband's
glory be!
"Alma."
"A clubman In the bad old dnys said
high'
A husband newly wed, and also a to another clubman during the
ball
hour:
Southgraduate of the University of
' Different Times. 'V
;
" 'Lush lost his reason last night.
ern California, went to attend a ban"
"You
see any editorials today
don't
clubsecond
'How come,' said the
quet on the campus with a few of his
on the subject of whither are we driftcollege mates. ;IIe omitted telephon- man with a frightened look.
ing.".
I' said the first clubknows
."'Dear
ing his wife.
"No ; whither are we skidding Is the
When friend husband did arrive man. 'He had one, and a good one,
proposition now."
m.,
left'
3
he
a.
at
he
but
when
here
to
ready
almost
home his wife was
forgot it somehow on the way home.' "
break off diplomatic relations.
"Where in the world have you been?"
INFLUENZA
Didn't Like Golf.
j
was her menacing question.
When DeWolf Hopper in "The BetÍYM
until
en"Why, dearie, I have been out
ta
ter 'Ole" played a recent engagement
duuio rami U VVIU
joying the evening with my' dear Alma
at a' downstute university, the folMater."
Kill the Cold. At tho
lowing conversation took place be"What?" ejaculated his wife, Jump- tween two coeds :
neezaUke
ing to her feet. "Alma who?" Then
"Are you going to see 'The Better
.

XVX'

and Moralnf.

Strong, Hialthy
M they Tire, Itch,
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
Irritated, Inflamed or
nromiintMLuseMurine
Rate fn.

u7

KUiElMilCa,(a34i

napolis. He was dined If .not wined.
At the Washington navy yard he
'
was shown new developments In naval
armament .which hitherto had been a
navy secret. He saw the shrinking of
gun iihd the$
a Jacket on a
rifle, arid also
"lining" of a
rifle
saw an experimental
which, with an elevation of CO degrees,
will have a range which the engineers
would not predict, as 30 .desees Is
J
the highest, elevation yet "tried. In
this position the gun threw a shell
miles.
more than twenty-fiv- e
x if XWaiierr hwpp.rtiia.
,
At a dinner In his honor af the
residence of Secretary and Mrs. Daniels, Admiral Jelllcoe expressed dmlratlon
for the gallantry of the American navy and a desire for continuntlon! of the
created between the American and British naval
friendship and
forces during the war.
Admiral Jelllcoe has been called the "sea commander who lost a battle
and won a var."
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Star

Standard cold remedr for
in ta DICC lorm
com in At
opiate
break up
7 i.
.
a.
Th
-- -money.
germina box ni a
amm
m
top Wltn
picture.

i.u
At

y
ileuver, Colo.

We Fix Radiators
and Fix 'em

"RIGHT"

Sleep Is Sweet
so if coffee
plays tricks with
your nerves and
breaks your rest

"A

V)

!

lllLLS

"
Ole?'"
It took the errant head of the
I
can't stand those golf
"No;
Just
e
ily Just two hours and twenty-fivstories, and I know that I wouldn't
minutes to convince his
a golf play."
helpmate that Alma Mater was not an like
A number of local golf players agree
alluring vampire. Los Angeles Times.
that the nineteenth hole was the better 'ole, especially before April 2, 1918.
New Form of Torture.
Detroit Free Press. '
"now did you enjoy your visit to the
On the Right Side.
Blithersbys?"
"It was an ordeal."
"I don't want to do anything wrong,"
"How so?"
said an elderly Shropshire woman who
"I had to sit through 1,000 feet of called upon an official of the ministry
of food, "but when I die I should like
the baby."
my funeral to be properly carried out."
"What?"
"Film, you know. They were show She then confided that she had, in
Ing me motion pictures of the little stock, her coffin and shroud, two botdarling taken between the years of tles of whisky and three tins of salAge- - mon.
one and three." Birmingham
Herald.
This cheerful soul was quite
pleased when told that she was "on
Good taste is a gift, but f.V'body the right side" so long as she did not
add to her stock. London Chronicle.
can leasn the ruls.

.

Hav
Eyt.
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heart-broke-

328 to 6.

Nliifct

Lucky Strike cigarettes give you the

fam-

Dal-llng-

Remove poisons
Look at tongue!
from stomach, liver and
bowels.

1

V

tears.

Victor L. Berger, the Milwaukee
Socialist, is much in the limelight
these days. He has now, for the second time, been refused a seat in the
house of representatives. In spite of
a fight in his behalf, led by Representative Mann of Illinois, only six votes

were cast against a resolution refusing him the privilege of taking the
oath.
The vote on the resolution, which
was offered by Representative
of Massachusetts, chairman of
the committee which recommended
Mr. Berger's exclusion last fall, was

"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE

rh

call Lucky Strikes
just right. Because

y

v

t--

Start a coin collection. Send ua one dollar
and we will deliver to you prepaid eighteen
different coin, of foreign countries, Kay Coin
Co.. 1960 ÍBth St.. Brooklyn,

w2J

THOMAS ON OUR RAILROADS

Senator Thomas of Colorado has
been prominent in the debute In the
senate .over the railroad bill. He
doesn't seem to feel unqualified approval of either private ownership or
government control. He said the other
day In a formal speech :
"I once thought, and thought seriously, that inasmuch as the Interstate
commerce commission was far from
successful, Inasmuch as the regulation
of the railway companies, try as hard
by
as we might, was accompanied
many
discriminations and many
abuses, government ownership was
our last resort, and we ought to assume It as soon as possible. But If
the two years of public administration is a sample of government ownership, then may God in his Infinite
mercy deliver the people of the United
States from Its longer continuation."
In speaking of the importance of
the railroads, he said in part :
"If you paralyze the system of transportation, If you interfere with the
normal intercourse jlue to the running of trains, you not only seriously em
barrass the welfare of these great masses of people but, continued ror a snon
length of time, it will visit upon them all of the horrors of cold and starvation."

Be Bilious

25c,

x

i
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Haldune.
These seven magistrates, the first
of their kind, have been appointed In
consequence of the passage of the sex
disqualification removal act, recently
passed. Besides the ordinary duties
of office, these women will constitute
an advisory committee to advise the
lord chancellor .regarding the fitness
of women for magisterial offices when
such vacancies occur.
Mrs. Ward is a famous novelist.
She Is a granddaughter of Dr. Arnold
of Rugby and was born In 1851 In Hobart, Tasmania. Her first novel to attract
general attention was "Robert Elsmere" (1888). It was a suggestive present
ment of the widely discussed religious problems of the day.
Her experience as a social worker, however, Is doubtless what brought
about her appointment as a magistrate. In 1890 she founded the social settle-mewhich developed Into the Passmore Edwards settlement. In 190C she
founded the Evening Play Centers for children.

A

CARTER'S
Little Live A
Pill, an1 th
trouble will

MAGISTRATE

Coras Installad
In automobile, truck and
H oner-Co-

tractor radiators.
PARAGON AUTO RADIATOR CO.
Danrer, Cohm,
14S3 Court Plac

E3EADAG19E
Often Caused by
Aciíj-Clomn- cli
;

try

V N

Instant
n

Tlis economical bevei
age has a rich coffee-- .
like flavor that toufy V
satisfies.
i

U

i

Made by
Co. Batile Creek,Mich

Posturri Cereal

iSold by Grocers and General

Stores

'

Ye, Indeed, more often than you think.
starting- with in.
Because
digestion, heartburn, belching,
bloat and gas, if not checked, will ven
tu a y affect very Vital organ of the body.
Severa, blinding, splitting headaches ara.
therefore, of frequent occurrence as a result
Of this upet condition.
Take BATON I C It quickly banishes add.
stomach with Us sour bloat, pain and gaa.
It aids digestion helps the stomach get
full strength from every mouthful of food
you eat. Millions of people are miserable,
weak, sick and ailing because of
Poisons, created by partly digested food charged with acid, are absorbed
Into the blood and distributed throughout
the entire system. This often causes rheumatism, biliousness, cirrhosis of the liver,
heart trouble, ulcers and aven cancer of
the stomach. It roba its victims of their
healt h, undermines the strencth of the
most vigorous.
If you want to get back yonr physical
and mental strength be full of vim and
vigor enjoy life and ba happy, you must
get rid of your
t In KATONIC you will find the very help
you need and It's guaranteed. So vet a big
60o box from your druggist today.
If It
fails to pleas you, return It and he will
refund your money..
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W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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Spanish-AmericaKwüwrr.KKii

A

ma'sr 27,

Etlr,ur!i

!n China.
The riilnoso sM.á three luvii;. Hons
two
tu pttesls. Tho f'.r1 is (lispsit'-heion
:'iho
l:ivs K'fore the
the day itself, tr reiiihnl those they
expert of their eintvoinont ; end the
third Just heforo the hour lius Mruek,
so ns to show how impatient t1:ey re
to see their friends.

Social

tnt

UM

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Under new Management

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Hat and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the?
Main Business District

Steam Heated,

Entered as

matter at the
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
cour-cge
up
The State Court finally got
January 15, 1920.
enough to find against
Notice is hereby given that Eusebio
Senator, Isaac Barth in the disbarment case which his enemies trumped Montano, Managing heir for Juan J.
up against him a long time since. It Montano, of Albert, N. M., who, or.
was doubtlesg as distasteful a job as October 19th, 191G, made Additional
was the kicking him out of the Sen- Hd. entry, for SEtf , Section 25, Townate by that body at the last session. ship 18 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P.
If now it is in order we move that Meridian, has filed notice of intention
every lawyer in New Mexieo who has to make final three year Proof, to, eserred to the same extent that th tablish claim to the land
before W. H. Willcox, U. R.
evidence seems to show Barth did be
also disbarred and let us try getting Commissioner, at his office at Roy.
along with the few remaining. We New Mexico, on the 10th day of
also suggest the Barth Case as the March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
subject for some caustic editorials by
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, N. M.,
Santa Fe and Albuquerque dailies.
M.,
If we know Ike Barth, and wc Petrolino M. Trujillo, of David, N.
M.,
N.
David,
of
Montano,
Jose
Inez
íhink we do, they will find that they
N. M.
have "thrown him down" only to see Juan T. Montana, of Albert,
PAZ VALVERDE,
him bounce to a higher place in tha
Register.
hu
and
county
service of his state,
manity than thny or he have ever
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
dreamed of. If Democracy has witthe
up
take
to
not
case
nessed this
biggest, brainest man whom New Department cf the Interior, U. S. Land
Ofiiee at Clayton, New Mexico '
Mexico now possesses and put him
January 21, 1920.
where he can use his talent for the
hereby given that Juan
is
Notice
departy
betterment of mankind, the
Co..
serves defeat and no one could be Benito Arguello, of Roy, Mora
blamed for hiding his ideals and go- New Mexico, who, on July 27, 1915,
made Homestead Entry, No. 022470,
ing to the majority party in self
for S', NW14, Sec. 26, and SVá NEV,
Township 19 N., Range
In spite of appearances just now, Section 27,
has filed
right will eventually prevail but wt 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
make
Final Thret
to
intention
of
of
this
seo
we
more
must admit the
the more excuse Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
'
described, before F. H.
we make for the other kind, but this land above
Commissioner, at his
is probably an "indiscreet expression." Foster, U. S.
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
eleventh day of March 1920.
TO TIIE MEN OF AMERICA
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bv Rose Trumbull, Scottsdalc, Ari2.
P. M. Martinez, V. C. Martinez, J.
cattle,
of
breed
your
You talk of
S. Lopez, Andrez Orneloz, all of Roy,
And plan for a higher strain,
You double the food of the pasture, New Mexieo.
PAZ VALVERDE,
You heap up the measure of grain;
Register'.
nation,
You draw on the wits of the
To better the barn and the pen,
LICATION
NOTICE FOR
But what are you doing, my brothers,
men?
of
To better the breed
S. Land
You boast of your Borgans and Here-ford- Department of the Interior, U.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
.
January 21, 1920.
Of the worth of a calf or colt,
Notice
is
hereby given that Casimiro
monAnd scoff at the scrub and the
Andrada, of Roy, Mora County, New
Kiel.
Mexico, who, on December 21st, 1910,
As worthy a fool or a dolt;
Homestead Entry, No. 023539.
made
roadyour
of
points
You mention the
NE NWV, Sec. C,
for Wtt
ster,
T. 17 N.. R. 25 E. and SWtt SW
With many a "wherefore" and
Section 31, Township 18 N., Range 25
"when,"
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
brothers
my
conning,
But, ah, are you
The worth of the children of men? of intention to make Final Three Year,
to the land
And what of your boy? Have y.m Proof, to establish claim
H. Foster.
described,
F.
before
above
measured
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
His needs for a growing year?
Mexico, on the 12th day of
Does your mark as his sire, in his Roy, New
March, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
less than your brand on a
Estavan Cordova, Zacarías Ebel,
steer?
Manuel M. Cordova, Alejandro Maes-tas- ,
Thoroughbred that is your wath-worall of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
pen;
and
pasture
For stable and
Register.
But what is your word for the home"
Ex-Sta- te

above-described-

no-tic-

t

Tourists and
Will find

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
vears of experience as a successful Salesman.

Office.

th Sunday of eaoh month at'
p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
11.00 a. in. and

nece-Mtie- s

J

Insurance

Real Estate

PLEASANT

also made at

Spanish-America-

p.m.

n

Daily Tt.Lí;!

Inquire at th
:SO;-

-

a good

t'.'i'
i

10001b Mule,

MILLS
Srd Sunday zt 11 00 a.

r 'VI II.

Liberty Catín,
I have a "Jolict Big 4" Corn Shelt
er i
end, upon its arrival, wni
be prepared to do your Custom Shell
odak Finishing-- I am
ing, shucks and all. I his is one ot
pared
to do all hind?,
the largest shelters made.
Prices right.
E.
Dcubltr
to L.
VIRGIL H. ANDERSON,
Roy, New Mexico

January

.ov 10- -

!

re
I

t

A. A. Wyvv.Q

Straight Rates.
Soulhwestern Realty Co.
3

on

25,

earn, Paster..

BAPTIST

15, 1920.

Masses: 8 nnd 10 a ni.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Commissioner,

Mosquero, N.

Roy, N. M.

Regiteí. Church.

S. Land
New Mexico

Department of the Interior, U.
Office

at

Clayton,

January

MJ

II

v.

15, 1920.

Notice is hereby given that Miguel
A. Baca, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexiiomestead Matters atte:.v'-- .1 to,; co, who, on Augus, 8th, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 022595, for
Publications,
i i rial Wit
ilinsrs
VWU Swtinñ 9.0. Townshio 2Ü
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
uplNi( Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Proofs. Legal Papers
.has filed notice of intention to make
Departme nt of the Interior, U. S. Land and acknowledgements taken.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
f inal inree icar, rrooi, io obiuuhmu
claim to the land above described,
January 15, 1920.
before F. H." Foster; UJ S. CommisNotice is hereby given that Ralph
sioner, at his office at Roy, New MexiF. Thompson, of Solano, Mora Co.,
co, on the 8th day of March, 1920.
New Mexico, who, on May 29th, 1910
Claimant names as witnesses:
made Homestead Entry, No. 022250,
NVt,
Alexandro Gonzales, of Roy, New
for SE',4 SWU, Sec. 17,
Keynolds
P.
Mexico, Noe Lucero, of Roy, New
SWy. and SEU SWVi, Section 20, O Mrs.
Mexico, Juan B. Arguello, of Albert,
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
iTeacher of.Ffano
New Mexico, Jose E. Arguello, of AP. Meridian, has filed notice of u
lbert, New Mexico.
tention to make Final Three Year,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Proof, lo establish claim to the land
Register.
H.
Foster,
F.
described,
before
above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Commissioner, at his office ot
Construction of Pyramids.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Roy, New Mexico, on the 9th day o!
Hnv the Egyptians mnnasod to haul
March, 1920.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
the gigantic' stones used in building
Claimant names as witnesses:
. January 21, 1920.
tho pyramids has boon fur centuries n
John W. Church, C. M. Thompson,
Notice is hereby given that Alejaníulijeot for speculation. Of lato yours
dro Maestas, .of Roy, Mora County, Sanford Horton, John Beckman, all
nino who have examined the pyraNew Mexico, who, on December 26th, of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
mids have oimic to tho oimcliNon thnt
1916, made Addl Homestead Entry,
Registe
Mora, New Mexico
ilio stones nro artificial, a kind of
No. 023448, for SW4 NWU, SW',4
If so tboy wore probably
muérete.
NEK, NE'i SEtt, Sec. 19, and NWU
Complete Indexjto All Lands .anide wlioro tlioy are, and the sand nf
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SW'i, Section 20, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
and Town Property in Mora iio desei-- was the principal matcrlitl
tsoll.
filed notice of intention to make Fi- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land otmty.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
nal Three Year, Proof, to establish
January 15, 1920.
claim to the land above described, beThe "Yes" Artist.
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
i
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissionRight nd Wren.i
"When i man says yes' to everyN.M.,
who
Gallegos,
Gallegos,Jr.,of
Mexico,
i.
New
Roy,
office
at
er, afhis
stnp "tuldoniy
thing yuii suggest,
A passionate nt.wi ti:i :i' tli v
rn January 9, 1917, made Homestead
on the 12th day of March, 1920.
into evil, nr.il easily im iKv. th il;e sumo time nuil you'll proliahly Mud that
SE',4
of
Sec
No.
022838
Entry.
for
Claimant names as witnesses:
turu- - ho Isn't paying linnli real alteiition to
A trood, pefici lib!:' :.,
worst.
Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New Mexi- tion 6 and NE',4 of Section 7, Town oth !jl thins
to pi ii m1. Tlmmns a your reinarles." Exchange.
ship 17 N., Rango 32 E., N. M.
co, Florencio Esquibel, of Sabinoso,
Kenipls.
Now Mexico, Francisco Esquibel, of Meridian, has tiled notice of intentio
to
Year
Proof
New Mexico. Casimiro An- to make Final Throe
I'stablish claim to the land above do
Hoy, I" w M''ico.
joVa
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U..S
PAZ VALVERDE,
Resistor. Commissioner, at his office at. Mos
quero, M. W., on tno in uay oi aiarcn
19?0.
0
r
SALE.Hart-ParFOR
Gang
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tractor and Emerson
Alfonzo C. DeBaca, of Gallegos, N
plow with four moldboard attachment.
M.. Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos, N. M
In Rood condition and Priced to sell.
Faustin Hernandez, of Gallegos, N
H. Cr. BAUMANN.
Mills, New Mexico. M., Paz Ortiz, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Phone

m. SPM.

Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
First Sunday in each montn.
of Mosquero, N. M., whj,
Service?
11, A. M
7.80VP. M.
on April 13, 1918, made Homestead
1,
lot
Entry, serial, No. 023430, for
Rev. V. A. Dawn, Pastor.
2. 3, 4, Section 24. Tcwnship 18 N.,
RHiige 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha
SUNDAY SCHOOL
tiled notice of intention to make, thres
your Proof, to establish claim to the
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
land above desci ibed, before F. II.
P. L. Gunn, Superintedert..
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Rov,
1920.
N. M on the 8th day of March,
Claimant names as witnesses:
CATHOLIC
Trinidad Sanchez, Juan Jo;:e Chav-- I
-'
eacl) month 2d ené
Gonzatwice
Florencio
Garcia,
Mhss
ez, Francisco
les, all of Mosquero, N. M.
4th Sundays
at the CathcMe
PAZ valvkkud:,

United Stat

Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions

0.

W. I1

(Galindre,

I?

Money to Loan

FOR PUBLICATION

Dipartmont of the Interior, U. S. Land
tUlicj at Clayton, Now Mexico
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years old.

NOTICE

tlie

Lot i:i

ROY TRADING CO.

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,.

dates
Airante y cu. .le cíate well in advance,
office.

Get the habit!
. new cailord
Mosquro,
N.M.
R.
RANDLE,
G.
soon, loa cant i.;e;u
ave the ityle, rep, ccv
CUSTOM SHELLING
;
please tlie most cx

s,

Serviced 2d Sunday of eack
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

Competent Clerk, Note?, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
furnished if esired.
Notary work and oth-c--

r ,r.

3 to 6

ROY

e.nd

4

MULES.

Wanted:

CHRISTIAN

THREE COMING

FOR SALE

Store.

White

Col. F.O.

ETTA. IIORNJJAKKR.

YEAR-OL-

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Churcn.
Your presence is necessary,
G. Fv. Abernathy,. Supt'..

Farm Sales ajspecialty

I. C. DODGE,

Mrs.

Meet at the Christian Chnroh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday-evenin8t 7.0ft o'clock.,
A cordial welcome extended to
all visiters.

AUCTIONEER!

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing
-

rnidi,

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

rs

S--

or S.E. Paxton,
tí youlbavc wheat'for sale

Ilr.bensc!

S. VIiw! Director License No. 0281G3H

this the right place.

Inquire at the

Miss

Henry

E,

Miss. LA SIC A GRAY' Prbíidimít,
Mr. Rual Vadt Sec'y.

S

NEW "OLIVER" TYPEWRITER For Sale; Also a
used machine.

IS"

.

Land-Seeke-

:se

s c.

v. P.

Solano and Mosquero

Ktw

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

SaWriptioi $2.00 Ttt Year
gecond-clus-

Church Directory

JOHN H, MOORE & CO.

El Dorado Hotel

Fr. Felix Vachon,

Pri(t

in charge.,

NW,

d,

stead?
Answer, you breeders of men!

Special Sale
Dodge Car, run less than

7000

new tire3 all around.
Priced Right.

Two Hoist ein Cows can be
seen at R. W. Bon ware's ranch
who will show and price them.
Must soli as I am leaning the
1

Ktatc.

Dr.

FRANK BRADY,

Dawson, N.M.

i

l
lo nor mother to set
fin
tle the ftiestlon. "Mother." she asked,
"VI! WOlllOll should always carry the
li, shouldn't wo:"
pocked
lmiii-iilcf-

NIICK5E SAYS
JfcST StOP

PeOPl-E'-

nssnspwer. nun's

I
Tut
I STOCK IN TRABE , THEN O

) NSVf
NOTHiSf

TO

SOMt-TtMt--

Than

Off

IT FBB.

VAKE THBY

NO

TkeVo

SACK OP

LOUP.

t0
rAOHE.

th&

NW;

J.

A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 63

t'oí ts

o'ard Jth

of iiiiinth

Irvin

T. E, MUICHELL.
Oodji.v, Srcy.

W W

All Masons welcome.

'ifj-

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

r

i

IO. O.

F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting L'rothers always
come.
E.

wel-

J, Floersheim, N. G.

Wm,

G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

rAsV.-.-.-

Rebekah Degree

i

Woman's Right.
ere playing nt
I'miik muí Lucillo
keeping house uml d on a illsijireo-incu- t
Lu- ii ruse over money ni.it or

IP

LODGE DIRECTOR Y

d'vn

J

A

HARMONY LODGE- No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening1 each month
I. (,). 0. F. Hall
Mrs. MyraO. Derkes. N. G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy,
-

30-6-

Furniture, Buggv, Harness,
For Sale. In good condition,
practically new. Apply to
Jack Brown, Bookkeeper at
Roy Trading Co.
mares,
ESTRAY. Two
black and bay branded "Lazy Y" on
right shoulder and thigh. Black mule
white spot on side and hip
no brand. Reward for their return to
FRANK HEIMANN.
Albert, N. M.

DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch

D.D.S.of

Springer, will be in

ROY,

nVUiovxr
,Ji
J

Pall oarlv

etiiil

1

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lan
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
January 21, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Etho
L. Ladd, formerly Ethel L. Johann
of Rov. Mora Co., New Mexico, who
on May 6th, 1918, made Homestead
ltrv, No 025915, for E SEi, Sec.
i.W',4, and SWV, Section
30,', S
29, Township 19 N., Range 25 E., N
M. P. Muridian. has tiled notice or in
tention to mak Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the lan
above described, before r. ii. foste
TT
S rinmrniBsiimor. nt his omce
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th is

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

W. DECK,

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State ar.d Federal Courts and
U, S. Land Office
Photos
For farm views eee- L. E. Deuhler

Manager.

Rog'st

(li-f0-

WlWAiX
ht ite ovnmino

Or Is It the Telephone?
,
Ko.Ki.m Timos:
,

Uti."

"Ik

Which

from uliinn
rrii"aW
,,llo tll0 virn:ic!r nicai:: "Vtikc

7
m ,
your leein.
FOR CONSULTATION7.
OJ'ice at Kitch 11 Hotel

cl--

nu

sent

it

W-Iics- uin

Quebracho Bark Valuable.
Quotirnoho bHi'k, one of tho ohiof
exporta of the Arpontlnc, will tau
loHtlifr nt least throe tiinos ns fast us
tho tmi'k if tho otik or the homlu' li.
mid in losx than (on years fnrttims
have hoon nimio by Investing in
lamN.' Noarly 1,000,000 Ions of
'he wood, di- ihe ilry oxtruot, nw frit
Urn I'nltoil stat.'s and Kiirui'e
Tlie fnowih of the treo Is of
he slovoM, :i:ol It Is estimated tlmt
l,K!0
nviiiro, for It to rcaoh
!

lungUDgc

.

Wvu. mid cot

Eugene Palmer

Lawyers

ROY GARAGE
J.

Thomas A. Whelan

Whelan & Palmer,

Out of the more than 3,000,000 Ford cars
now in use, about sixty percent have been sold
to farmers. Probably no other one thing has
brought to the farm so much of comfort and
profit as has the Ford car. It has enlarged
the social life, doubled the facilities for marketing, brought the town next door to the farm,
multiplied for the farmer the pleasures oflivin
A family car without an equal in low cost f
We solicit yo
operation and maintenance.
order for one now because the demand is !ar
and continually increasing.

of March, 1920.
I'lnim.mt nanvi.i as witniiSf.os:
J. L. Smith, Juan I. Romero, Webb
KitUl. Vicente Martinez, all of Roy
c.v Mímico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Visitinjr Sisters welcome

wu

V

:).".!U!l!y.

t

THE
Claimant numen
Elkins,
.
.
ex,
nujiivu
lunonei Vi.
I
of M era, N. M.
PJlmac

Col. George E. Cochrane,

n

MY

Li

.',f..i......

hp-

Parrot Itcls Diamond.
NOTICE FOR TUBLICATION
Parrots niv Interesting things. But
one man down on T.i.ir; 'shind lias de- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
cided tlini lis oí. i .y l r.K too many
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
c re

A
December 17, 1019
Notice is herehy given that Nicohu
wro.! tho loss
was Martinez of Albert, N. M., who on Dec
ss i.rr i!r
of lii d'jMi.'i
tint
rouly to place :1c
in the hands 13, 1914, made II. E. No. 019039
;
Of tiro pope
poiiy hang-In- itlia E'a NWVi, Sec. 13, SV3 NtV,
)c in
li MVi.sr
f her cago. Sec. 14, Twp. 20N., Kng. 28K., N. J:
I(! r'ihl'li,!i'
I. 'ni strutting 'P. Jlcrid'.an, has filed notice of inten
Pro.'
nhoiil i i! !'-- - i iu- r v.'l i: ' vas ropos-la;- : tic.ii to make Three Year-Finathe land abovi
un
cdi ."! in ,'! Hvii. rimsn a to establish claim to
II. Willcox, b
t.Hn-r.! '. v
!'im.' .cfc'..
i:t ibis 'described, before V.
his office at Roy,
,S.
Commissioner,
at
valti-iMvtnie
bo n
tfl'.-vi".' Ids
N. M., on the 4ch day of February.
K!I.
1920;
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, aii
United
Department of the Interior,
of Albert, N. M.
Department of the Interior, U. S. land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Office at Santa Fe, Nw Mexico,
Register
Ct
3

tnlsmfr
few days

i

(

wi-y-

is hereby given that Jacob
íloeraheim, of' Roy, Mora county, N.
1., who on November 14. and December 9, 1910, made Add'l H. E. No.
128394, and No. 023383, for NE4
NEVi, Sec. 24, Twp. 18N., Rng 24E
Santa Fe District, NWVi NE14, and
N'b NWU, Sec. 19, Clayton N. M.,
district, Section 19, Twp. 18N., Rne.
25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
tice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
above described, before F. H.
.?osttr, U. S. Commissioner, . at his
N. M., on the 4th day
lilk'e at IiOj
February, lt20.
Claimant names na vi1 verses:
A. I. Burlefon. Geo. II. Ray, Webb
Kidd, Oscar Eidd, all of PvOy, N. M.

f-

!

-

n

.

l

I

-

j

o

Contest No. 3221
To Eliai Torres, of

2, 3920

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Colorad)

Pa-'o-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Voi are hereby notified that Elias
December 17, 1919
Sera, who gives Sabiuoso, NewMexico
hereby given that Marina
Notice
is
Nov
29
addie,did on
as his
Marina C.onzale.,
formerly
G.
Romero,
1910, file in thi office hisdul'y corroboof Albert, N. M., who on Jaxiuary 22
rated u pp'icfc tion to contest vnd secure 1917, made H. E. Serial No. 021205
the cancellation of y :w H. E. Neiial for the SWUNWli ; NWUNE'-- ; Ntt
No. 020117 & 02320!, made Oct.l", 1913 NWU Section 20, Twp. 21N., Rng. 28
K., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notica
and March 17, 1313 for NJ-Sof intention to make Three Year Final
N M P .M. Proof, to establish claim to the land
Sec, 8', T. 17 N, IL 24 E,
above described, before W, 33. Willcax
and ai grounds for Lis contest alleges IT. S Commissioner,
at Tiis office at
wholElias '.'Jorres 'has
that said
Roy, N. M., on the 6th day of Feb
ly abandoned his soi.l homestead en- ruary, 1920. .
more,
ihan si months
try for
Claimant names as witnesses:
aid abandonment
and
that
Frank Gonzales,' Albert, N. M., Anlast past
.s
dres Ornelas, Roy. N. St., Pedro
and absence was net due to the
Roy, N. M, Alejandro Gonemployment in any Military
N. M.
Roy,
zales,
service or Naval or -- Marine Service of
P.2 VALVERDE.
the United States.
Register
,
5t
further notified
Yon aie, therefor
that the said allega cs will be taken
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
by this office as hu J? been confessed by you, and you aid entry will be
of the Interior, U. S. Lend
cancelled thereunde ..ithout your fur- Department
Clayton, New Mexico
Office
at
either
therein,
Jiecvd
ther right to be
17, 1919
December
before this office or on appeal, if you
given
that Richard
hereby
Notice
is
fail to file in this office within twenty Kümurray, of Roy, N. M., who on May
of
publication
FOUKCT
days after the
191G, made II. E. Serial No. 022235
this notice, as shown below, your an- 24.
SWV NEVi. E'i NWH; Sec. 'Í8.
for
swer, under oath, specifically meeting and
SW'A; NMb
SW4 SF4: SE
:and responding to these allegations of
Sec. 21 and NET4 SEVi See.
SW1,;,
time
within
that
.contest, or if you fail
Twp. 18. Rng. 20, N."M. P. Merito file in this office due proof that you 20, has filed notice of intention to
dian,
lhave served a copy ef your answer
make Three Year Proof, to establish
Aon the said contestant either iin perclaim to the land above described, bethis
son or by registered mail. If
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissionfore
service is made by the .doliwery of a
Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of
er,
at
.copy of your answer to the (ContesFcbruary,1920.
tant in person, proof cf such service
Claimant names as witnesses
must be either the said contestant's
Pedro Narbins, Leopoldo Andrad;:,
written acknowledgment of his re- Bud Finch. Henry Stone, all of Roy.
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
New Mexico.
Its aioucipt, or the affidavit of the perVALVERDE.
dón by whom the delivery was made
5t
ta1 bug when and where the eopy was
ietiv.ered ; if made by registered mail,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
service must consist of
proof of
the iii?:tWiit of the person by whom Department of the Interior, U. Z. Land
the copy was mailed stating when and
'Office at Clayton, New Mexico
the i'ortofteo to which it was mailed,
December 17, 1919
and Üthi afUlavit must be accompanied
Notice is hereby given that Louis
by the po.iUaiastcr'a receipt for the
A. Shugart, of Reyes, N. M., who, on
lette-- .
24. 1919, made H. E. No. 025209
Feb.
Yo'j should state in your answer the
EVaSE'A, SW'.iSEVt
SE4NEH,
for
narre of tho psstoffiee to which you Sec. 4, N'iiSVi, Sec. 3, Twp. 21N.,
deiie luture ticos to be sent to yju. Rng. 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
t'HANi'IKCO ÜKIjüADO,
Register
filed notice of intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim
Dale of Hint publication, Jan, 17, 1020 Three Year
above described, before
land
to
the
- - 24 - second
- Talbot, U. S. Commissioner at
P.
C.
- - 31 - - third
his office at Clayton, N. M., on the
- fouith
- - Fed.
8 - 5th day of February, 1920.-
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Fairview Pharmacy
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Freaks of Nature.
i
cat that barked like a dojj,
1.v
exhibited at Boston, tops the

A

re-vi-

are built

,Buiick
Will Build Them
We have the

on hand

Mrs Frank Seitiel Proprieto
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EASTMAN. FILMS
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FRAN

v

!

SCO DELGADO,

Register

4

NOTICE rf'H PUBLICATION
(':;
Interior U. 3. Land
Sm
Fe, New Mcxio
Decen -r 16. 1919
Notice is hoT .'i y given that Magin
Mares of Roy. N. M., who on October
10, 1916, made ií. E. No. 025887 for
Sec. 11;
the SE NW'-.Section
Sec. 14;
NW
15, Twp. 20N., L'ng 24E., N. M. P. M,
has filed r.otica of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. II. WL'lcox, U, S. CummissionM
at Roy, N. M., a the 3rd day of February, 1920.

;daily.papers

SUPPLIES

Claimant rwnics- as witnesses:
Juan De Mal i Mares, Emilio Abeyla
Aspito Lujan, Encumncion Lucero, jil

MAGAZINES!

of Roy, N. M.
FRANCISCO
12-2- 7

a complete

une of

ICigars &nd

Toilet Articles.

Vá 1'

Albuquerque
Evening Herald
every business day.
75 centa a month.
6.mos. in advance, $4.00.
1 year in advance, $7.50.
INDEPENDENT AGGRESSIVE
Published

GROWING
TODAY'S

NEWS TODAY

NE-NE-

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand

at

i'-

AND

-- K3

n'otile of contest
Department of the Inter or, Uti:Ji-States Lar.d Oíiiíe, Cho t.m, N. (".
(.r.les;:f:2
J9CC
.l;r.
lo II mat I).
Milb, N. M. .iid ww unknovn, Coi;;'
tes tee;
'Yiuai fctnl.y rcpfdl that M.)
J

McC-uire-

?,?i (Wd

-

s .iio, New Mex'Ci
wlio
as bis pest oflii e ade'ress, did, on Jauu
ary 14, KJU fi'-- i this otVc
his r'uly
coi nit .opt- c" appbia'ion to(ontrstin-secui e Iho aoteilation of your home
stead entiy :' 02G;".i;.B, made January
10,

:U?,

t EJ

iv--

f.--

the

SWi Stc.

14:

N Lj

Vv
Sec. 15 & NEi-Sec. 23. Twp. 21N. Rng. 24E. NMPM
a
and t s i rout e's for bis conlot lie
b ges that sikid
homestead entry
been hI ar,d ned by the enlryman U :
more than two ytars last, pait and tl a;
be ía d alsuioe was not due to ti.v
Mili ary ór
sci vic- of the X

ami

E.;-N-

r.i-c-

States.
You

tr9t

ir.,

f.jráir

1':x.v"ú:c,

..t Jfi.uí

fiiil 4!.'!sgat!cne will
by tiiis cflica a- -, bavin,? bot e
i.e

ly you,
iiíSincck--

a5u yaar

tr.'-:-

;

a'd o;;try will
without yoj.
riglit to be heard therein. r;MT
reV-this o;'ic-r- . or en apr,-aif yo
fail to j". a ;; this o.ik- virb'n twe::',,,-day- s
thu rOUr.TTI pií
:n of
f;ovvrl I lev.. y:ar
this j.cticp.
naJer oath, BpecLeal?y mostiti.''
( ;
and u ;:pori T::g to ti.esc ailog.-tiahcontest, o.1 i: you fa':I wiJii:i ihat t!n:'
to file in this office due prosf that yo :
have served a copy of your
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the per
son by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
--

ioi-thc-

r

,

af-c-

ii--

s

u':r

letter.

You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register
Date of first publication, hn.24, 1ÍL0
'
'
second
31
'
third
7
Feb.
'
fouith
.
14 '

i

Office

Popular Drinks and Ices

Prop'r.

pro-rhiii-

i

Department of

All

New Mex.

i

12-2- 7

Soda Fountain,

E. Las Vegas,

ICti.--':'-

,

Ice Cream Parlor

estern Buick Co

fnaks (lKrnvcrod in II. B. EOHANON,
Recently. ;ivs the Pi- country.
Shop in connection with the
I'reC Press. :i j;iant glow worm.
r.,.,
Hu;
n
ml
leii?!
HELD
Roy Cafe.
PROVERBS 13 HONOR
Wi inches
iei,-- ü'ii'.
When placed
Snn'a Cn!
and efficient service
s
fleet wiis
the dr.rk 't vn'-- ".i'-Greatest Men in the Pages of History
,Your l'a'tronage Solicited,
circling
hiccd iv ihe
to
Have Left
nun" Is of fre Great-Wester- n
:15 body.
Mnnni
Block, KOY
That Efftct
in S.mtlistake.
iieii eeen (.;.I.
n
.!;iickins case of
t'.iiili.
That proverbs have always been
It
discovered.
nlr.nt
dear to the true Intellectual nrlstoc-rac:
irrowii.g on
in
of a nation, there is abundant
ufi, sclontlsts s:id.
ene stalk. '
I should say we evidence to prove. Take but these
Whizz!
Gee
Which
iv;
illici"'
three names In evidence, which are
':i te liliicUliinH, do pell 'em! Ke'trouble to sell In
ineans
themselves a host. Aristotle made
t sparrows have
C11EVK0LETS when everybody a collection of proverbs; nor did be
The ocean,
been S'Vl)
(5 sola in
3 days! count that he was doing herein aught
oí
fronk. wants them.
tl0, L'iVPS
unworthy of his great reputation;
bad,
it?
is
is
not
so
d.iiitile-siu- (
A
o '.. .ii.(3er, with lioih
however, some of his adversaries may
t
t':'is and a
sides alike,
Another carload on the way,
have mode this a charge against him.
some months
tilacol tyo.
Will arrive soon, It will pay you lie Is said to have been the first who
ago.
folwait and gut what you want. did so, though many others have
lowed In the some path. Shakespeare
They're the stufi!
Sw'nio Lands.
loves them so well that besides often
The swan."
wt lands f 1i) Place your order now and we'll citing them, and innumerable covert
at to IlirtH hold
United Stuu.
allusions, rapid side glnncea at them,
it for
of Pnmec. 'MiM:k
foiirlbs ot tin
which we are In da&ger of missing
Liberty Garage.
of the swiuhi
however. Is wrt
unless
are at home in the proverbs
ins and usually
only after u
of England, several of his plays, as
ri, It Is believed
bears lieavj
"Jleasnre for Mensure," "All's Well
properly drained
that laraé ... '
That Ends Well." have proverbs for
''i', or prlv.tK'
NOTICE roil PUBLICATION
and clearti. ...
their titles. Arid Cervantes, a name
1ni
pora t Ions, ,
only Inferior to Shakespeare, has not
TRACT
ISOLATED
productive .,
left us In doubt In respect of the affecLAND SALE
tion with which be regarded thou;.
Department of (he Interior U. S. Land Every reader of "Don Quixote" mI'!
U'"
ji 0f Mosj.
Office at Clayton New Mexico
remember hi squire, who sometimes
"'mMoss is '
name for sev
cannot open his mouth but there drop
eral kinds or sii.ull tlowerl."s plimrs "C" of
Nov. 23, líl?.
from It r.Iniost s many pravorbs
which flourish Ir. damp piscen
In
miuititalns mid ot (Pstricts: trncis of Nolico is hereby given that, as direct- word. I might ran e others who In Id
li
In
boner men
moss aro o! rom ervlee in rei.iiuiiij; ed by the. OmmiUsioner of the General the proverb
wr.ter
trie
.1.1 tripr
j.l'len Lund office, undef provisions of Sec. though they may no) attain to t!:f-Ilond.
215 R. S., pursuant to tte appiicationt three, are vet deservedly accounted
of Thomas K. Mitchell, of Albert, N M. greet. Trench.
NOiíCEi , : 1 ÜLICATION
Serial No. 02C.522. we will offer at
AVhst the Hair Denotes.
p. büc sale, to the highest bidder, but
Department o
A long and peaceful llf
U. S. Land- at.
Is promised
cre, at V
less than $2.50 per
' v NW Mexico
OíHca Ht i
grows low on
A.M., on the lOtbday of Feb- the owner of hair thai
o'clock
Deceniler 12, 1919
the foreheid and retreats up the
fol- Üiat Juan ruary, 1919 next at this office, the
Notice is i.e. j y
head above the temples.
Sec 9
Isidro Romero, of Mosquero, N. M., owing tract of land; SW'l-SCoarse hn!r Indicates humble birth
'
E, NMPM.
11.
who on Dec. i.
'. made II. E. Nj. T. IS N.
and a course nature.' Block, short, and
019068, for
,.
SK4, and SEU
The sale will not be kept open, but curly hair Jr.dhatps uncertain temper,
of SEi of Sec. 4, and SW'A of SW1,
tendency to alcohol, and an amorwill be declared closed when tlio.v
Sec. 3, Twp. 17'.. fíi.í.;. 20E., N. M.;
ous nature.
Ihe hour i.anied haveceased
at
present
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inter.-- !
The darker the hair the more powbig-estion to make Final Three Year Proof bidding. Tnc porsoii making the
erful
jtlie physical organisation. Chestbid will be required to immediately
to establish
to the lapd above
nut or brown hair denotes fairness in
amount
there
Receiver
A
the
A.
the
S.
to
Wynne,
U.
described, bofce
dealings, generosity, absence of deCommissioner at, ms office at Mos-- 1 of
ceit,
hut unliai plness In domestic life.
quero, N. M., on trie 20th day of Jan- Any persons claiming adversely the Thick, straight and glossy brown hair
,
I'JlO.
above described 'and are idvised to !!u!!cii!i'S a robust ' constitution,
Claimant mm
a, ."Itne?ses:
til their claims, vr obj ictions,
n m
and eagerness in the pursuit of
Leman Perea. fi..cio Garcia, Sil- sale.
for
('fsigr.ated
life; thick, coarse, and wiry brown
the
time
before
ijs Montoya, :i!i
htirio Mestas
of charachair, great determination
of Mosquero, N. i.
PAZ VALVERDE
hair, a weak characcurly
brown
ter;
I'AZ VALVERDE,
Register
ter, bul natural ingenuity and ability;
Register
vb.".e dark brown long and smooth
hair Indicates faithfulness in love,
many children.' good health, and much
Miniature Castle from Sandstone.
happiness.
Carved from soft sandstone, a miniaDepartment of the Interior U. S. Land
ture medlevr.l r.stle on a California
Office at Santa
New Mexico
faithfully represents a feudal
beach
LWmS-- r ic, 1919
The model
given that Jose fortress on a small scale.
Notice is
Nightmare.
building stands on a diminutive hill
Leon P.om.
Roy, Mora County,
Is caused by a disordered
Nightmare
precipiN. M., who en j:..y 10, 191;!, made H. Hint strikingly resembles the
digestion, nervous troubles or other ailupon which such
E. No. 025297
r the ÓVV'4 NE'i; tous elevnlions
ments and must be treated by going
Sevbuilt.
were
strongholds
usually
SE'4 NWU; N :'i SW',4; NWV. Sü
the cause. "When the body
after
be
to
are
Sec. 35, Twf. 20N., Rng. 24E , N. eral styles of nrehiteclure
sleeps the spirit wakes, and when It
was
which
rustle,
small
in
seen
the
.l
M. P. M., has
notice of intention
comes in the shape of "cauchemar," as
to estab- fashioned on n scale of
to make Three Year Pn-of- ,
the French call It, It Is truly a frightenby
mechanical
a
lish claim to th' Uvv above dc.sribed Inch to one fool
ful guest.
moments
his
leisure
spent
gineer
who
V.
iilcox,lJ. S.
before W. H.
MagMechanics
on
Popular
task.
the
at Roy, V. M., on the iid day
azine.
of February, It :').
,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

New Barber Shop

W

V.U

:

A

1920, Mode!"K"s

New Cafe

list of numerous

.

Prcprietor,

BETTER Cars

Register

5t

3

Resist;;-

Claimant nar 5 as' witnesses:
Frank Aldie , Leandro Martinez,
Seferino. Garci; Juan de Jesus SanN. M.
doval, all of R(

The Roy Drug Store

KODAKS

December'
1919
Notice is hereby given that Juan I.
Romero, of Rcy, Mora county, N. M.,
who on November 13, 1916, made Addl
H. E. No. 023382, for SE'.-- Sec. 5,
Twp. 18N., Rng. 25E., N. M. P. Me
ridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to es
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 3rd day of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leandro Archuleta, Abelino Esqui- bel, Vísente Martinez, Juan De J. Sandoval, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

.VERDE,

PAZ

When

1.7,

:1.'y

i

Jan.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
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Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ollioe at Clayton, New Mexico

See me and get my teruis and dates
before deciding about yrur sale. Dates made
office.
at the

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire-Reasonable teru.3. Am a notary and t .,
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
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DELGADO,

Register

Good Thinji to Remember,
For grit In 'the eyo apply a drop o
two of castor oil :' it relieves the Ir

ritatlon.

Well informed DcoDle want the Her
fail
ald every day for its world-widand aeeurate news service.
It will be found invaluable In 1921
for its comprehensive, unprejudices r
ports of the most important political

It

The English Language.
Is

estimated that over 140,000,000
people now speak the Em.lis!i bin- guage, over 51,000,000 the French, 75,.
000,000 Ormnn, 35,000,000 Italinn. 4? .
000,000 Spanish, 13,000,000 Portuguese
ana wou.ooo Itusslan,

The
Roy Trust and

Savings Bank
ROY, . New Mex.

e,

campaign

in

the nation's history.

Pay Your Herald Subscription
in Advance. Save the Difference

Invites Your Account, Offering
You a Safe Depository for Your
Funds with the things expected
in a Satisfactory Banking

Mail your cheek today to

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING

HERALD
Herald Building

A lhcyjrqucNew Mcxieo

Total Resources, over
Half Million Dollars.
--
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The British admiralty has Issued an
order that since peace now exists
Great Britain and Germany the
German national flag must be saluted
IN
From All Over
In accordance with regulations.
It Is rumored that the Rumanians
.
are about to occupy Odessa and orCAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF ganize the defenses of
that Black sea
port against the Bolshevlkl, according
WIRES ROUND ABOUT .
to the newspaper Hurjer I'o Banay.
THE WORLD.
Horses and mules sold by the AmerWestern Newspaper Union New Service.
ican forces in Germany between Nov.
Books containing recipes for home
21 and Nov. 28, lust year, brought a toDURING THE PAST WEEK tal of $103,978, or about $140 each. manufacture of wine, whiskey or
beverages will be
The animals sold were reported as un- other alcoholic
banned henceforth from the Phoenix
serviceable.
public library.
Women administering property In
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8
Development
plans at the Shea
their own right will be permitted to mine
at Jerome, Arizona, now Include
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
vote at the first national election In
a 1,200-foo- t
tunnel to open at a depth
next month, according to of 675
PEOPLE.
feet
the ore developed by the
an announcement made by the cabiIncline shaft.
net at Belgrade.
The Horse Shoe Oil
of
Wntwa Newippr Union New Sarvlc.
British officials declined to com- htate uoiiege in Dona Corporation
Aim county, N.
WESTERN
ment on the newspaper reports from M.,
has been grunted a charter by the
Schuraann-Helnk- ,
Mine Ernestine
Paris that the Supreme Council would corporation commission.
It will do a
who ha been seriously 111 at her home send 200,000 troops to the Caucasus general oil
exploration business.
at Grossraont, Calif., with pneumonia, to oppose the Bolshevlkl. It was said
One of the largest sheep deals made
1b reported Improving slowly.
that no official word relative to the at Roswell,
N. M., for some time was
Simmons College dismissed classes matter had been received from the closed when Worswlck
&
Lowrey
peace
conference.
at Abilene, Texas, for the funeral of
bought from Johnson & Lowrey over
All the documents respecting diplo- 5,000 head of sheep and several watei
Dammit, the school's white bulldog
A marble headstone erected matic Intercourse between Berlin and holes, about sixty miles,
mascot.
northwest of
over the grave carried the epitaph: Washington before the German peace that city. The consideration for the
"Dammit, He's Dead."
offer of 1916 and the events leading deal has not been made public.
Lewis defeated to the proclamation of Poland's IndeEd ((Strangler)
There are now 138 former service
Ivan Kranloff, a Russian wrestler, at pendence will be published in Berlin. men in training at the department of
81. Louis In two straight fulls, both This announcement Is made In a wire- government
vocational work at the
with the head lock. The first fall less message from Berlin.
University of Arizona, and about 200
took fifty-sis
minutes twenty-nin- e
The plight of retired Austrian
others have been schooled since the
seconds, the second sixteen minutes
is illustrated by an Incident re- beginning of the school year, accordten seconds.
ported from a fashionable suburb of ing to the report of Prof. W. L. Dur- dny Vienna. A house owner was In search row, in charge of the department.
Rather than serve a thirty-fiv- e
The Gallup, N. M., district will be
sentence In the Oakland city jail, Pearl of a porter and made his want known
Whitford, 23, eluded the matron and to the officers' league. Among the the scene of unprecedented activity
climbing through an open window on applicants were a major general, three within the next few months. Contract
the fourteenth floor of the city hnll, colonels, two lleutennnt colonels, for the drilling of more than 100
wells, varying in depth from 400 to
jumped 300 feet to her death., Hun seven majors and eighteen captains.
None of the accused Germans 4,000 feet have been let and when the
dreds of persons witnessed the trag
whose surrender for trial by the allies drillers have started the local field
edy.
Is demanded need give himself up will be the most active in New Mexi
Theodore Bell, counsel for California
"voluntarily,"
General Ludendorff, co.
wine Interests, has announced that
D. L. Moye, formerly sheriff of
former quarterniuster general of the
some of his clients would submit to
German army, declared In an Inter- Curry county and one of the best
prosecution In order to test the valid view, according to
the Neue Berliner known police officers In the state, has
ity of constitutional prohibition. Manu- Zeltung. It Is not impossible to evade been appointed chief of police of
facture and sale of wine for purposes arrest, Ludendorff was quoted as say- Clovls, N.' M., by Mayor Stone. Mr
of testing' the law would take place ing.
Moye has for the past seven years
soon, he said.
Efforts to medlnte between employ- been sheriff of the county and Is welt
Mrs. Marlon A. Forrest, prominent ers and workers m Sweden have known all through the eastern part of
In Eastern Star circles In California fulled, and a lockout, has been de- the state.
and New Mexico, was Instantly killed clared. As a result 980,000 men In enII. C. Hallmnrk, general freight
in Oakland, Calif., by an automobile
gineering shops, Iron works and other agent of the Southern Pacific rail
driven by Harold Graven, a Univer plants will be thrown out of employ- road, writes the New Mexico commis
sity of California student Graven Is ment. The employers association may sion that the matter of adjusting the
charged with manslaughter.
It Is later extend the lockout to all skilled Deming jobbing rates Is now before
charged that he was driving at exces labor. A commission appointed by the the director of public service of the
slve speed.
government begins work today In the roilroad administration at Washington. As soon as decided, the commisFirst installation of wireless tele interest of conciliation.
will be informed.
sion
phones for commercial purposes in GENERAL
At the school bonds sale which took
Utah was completed when a cement
Thirty-fiv- e
parcels of New York place at Springer, N. M., the First Namanufacturing company at Ogden
estate
owned by the late Mrs. tional bank purchased the school
real
erected aerials abovs its offices and al
Margaret Sage, widow of Russell bonds for the sum of $55,000.
The
Its plant thirty miles north of Ogden.
Sage, were sold at public auction for city recently voted the bonds for the
to
equipment
be
Is
Similar
Installed for $2,619,250. By
the will the proceeds purpose of building a new building
a coal company with a mine at Rock
colwill be divided among thirty-siand now that the bonds have been
Springs, Wyo.
leges, charitable Institutions, hospitals sold It Is expected that the work will
Gov. William D. Stephens of Cali and museums.
be started at once.
fornia has declined to grant an au
One of the most notable essay writA resolution calling upon Governor
dience to a committee appointed by ing contests ever held in the schools Campbell of Arizona to Include in the
the Oriental Exclusion League and of America will be held on Feb. 20, business of the special session of the
other organizations to seek from him when several million girls and boys Legislature soon to be convened, passan expression as to whether he pro- will compete for three medals offered age of a bill permitting the slate to
posed to call a special session of the by the War Department for the best engage in the manufacture of cement,
State Legislature to deal with exclu essays on the subject : "What Are the was adopted unanimously
by the
Benefits of ah Enlistment In the Unit- Buckeye Irrigation Company in Its
sion legislation,
ed States Army?"
annual meeting at Phoenix.
WASHINGTON
A financial panic made ominous by
Freshly branded calves found mothIn order that schools may teach their the perverse spirit of capitalist and
on the ranges of the state ol
erless
pupils something about the 1020 cen wnge worker alike Is Impending, acArizona are subject to seizure by the
sus, the Census Bureau has prepared cording to Roger Babson, business ex
slate authorities, there being a stata special circular for the use of teach- pert and statistician. In an interview
ute to that effect for the protection
ers.
ftt Chicago he told how short producof the stockmen from the depredabringThe excess of American exports tion and a greed for profits are
tions of cattle rustlers, according to
over Imports
for the year 1919 ing business closer and closer to the Secretary Edward W. Stevens of the
amounted to $4,017,000,000, a new rec dunger line In the United States.
livestock" sanitary board.
Chicago faces a deficit of more than
ord, the Department of Commerce anArizona will send nn exhibit ol
year, ac oranges to
$7,000,000 for the coming
nounced In Washington.
the national orange show
to
report
submitted
the to be held In San Bernardino, Calif.,
Coinage of a
piece as a me- cording to a
morial to former President Roosevelt council committee on finances by City Feb.
This will be the flrsl
has been proposed In a bill Introduced Comptroller George F. Harding. Mr. time since the national orange shows
by Chairman McLean of the Senate Harding said the city's resources In were started that oranges have been
banking committee at the request of 1920 would be about $32,000,000, while exhibited from nny state other than
the Women's National Roosevelt Me the anticipated expenditures were California.
By - products, however,
placed at more than $39,000,000.
morial Association.
have been exhibited by Florida.
A "Trade Union College," under the
Senator Phelan, California, Intro
The field meeting of the south
duced a resolution to amend the fourauspices and control of trade unions western section of the American Inteenth amendment of the federal con- of Washington, D. C, and vicinity has stitute of Mining and Metallurgical
stitution so that Japanese born In the been opened at Washington.
Engineers which was held at Ajo.
United States and Its possessions canwas a well attended and sucArizona,
demanding
been
filed
have
Suits
not obtain citizenship. Phelan pointed more
gathering,
cessful
with representathan $1,000,000 In damages from
out that within a few years, under
the city of Chicago for deaths, Injuries tives from almost all parts of tht
the present constitutional provision, and property damage in last sum- United States as well as from foreign
Japanese born In Hawaii will control
mer's race riots. Of this more than parts, such as Rio Tinto, Spain, and
the territorial government. The high $100,000 Is sought by relatives of Australia.
birth rate of Japanese In California twenty-tw- o
Plans for the construction of fedmen and women claimed
is also a menace to the control of land
to have been killed during the rioting. eral aid project No. 19 In Luna counby the whites, he said.
ty, N. M., have been approved and tht
Four witnesses heard at the opening
Suffragists are speculating which
Slate Highway Department is adverof the trial by general
tising for bids for construction to bt
state will give the Susan B. Anthony
at Camp Zachary Taylor of Lieut. I. C. opened on February 11, J920." This It
amendments the vote necessary to ratiCottenkeine, who, as supply officer of a section of state road No. 4, Involving
ratifications have
fication. Twenty-si- x
the Fifth Field artillery, is charged nearly twelve miles between Myndiif
been achieved, four special sessions with having embezzled his regiment's
and the Florida mountains. It will bf
ave been agreed upon Wyoming, payroll of $40,000 for May, 1919, while gravel surfaced.
New Mexico, Idaho and Arizona.' Three the first division was in Germany, tesOne of the biggest mining transacfull suffrage states Washington," Ne- tified that he had left but little over tions of recent years was closed when
vada and Oklahoma and West Vir- 30,000 of the 4S6.716 marks paid him A. E. Minium, representing the Ameriginia, where the legislature Is pledged when he was"nrrested by German civ can Fireproof ing ' and Mining Comand the governor has declared he. will
at Freiburg, four pany of Lander, Wyo., purchased the
call a session sooner or later bring months .after, his disappearance. Cot asbestos properties of Scanlon and
leaving the tenkeine, a native of Germany, Is al McManus, situated near the Suit
the number to thirty-fouthirty-fift- h
to be won leged to. have squandered the embez- River boundary of the reservation and
and thirty-sixtfrom Delaware, New Jersey, Missis- zled money. I The case was continued several asbestos claims owned by E.
sippi, Maryland," Vermont and Con- until depositions '' are received from T. Alberthal and others, situated west
- Germnny.
necticut.
of Chrysotlle, all in Arizona.
With much "pork" eliminated, the
According to the reports of the
Several hundred ministers and lay
annual rivers and harbor appropria- men representing the general synod of banks, the finances of Curry county,
tion bill carrying funds for' the next
the Reformed church In the United N. M., have already trebled in the
fiscal year has been reported to the
past
years and on the last of DeStates met at Philadelphia and dis- cemberfourthe. combined deposits
House by the ways and means comof the
The bill would appropriate cussed plans for the launching of a institutions in Clovls reached but litmittee.
only $12,400,000, a slashing down of financial drive in connection with the tle short of the two million mark. A
$30,500,000 from the total submitted religious campaign from April 21 to fact of more than passing Interest is
and considerable cut from the amounts May 2. The drive will be conducted that at no time have the banks ever
usually carried.
among
exclusively
the Reformed been at a standstill but have shown
More--- ,
a steady growth during the past three
than $3,000,000 worth of churches, but will be In
whisky and splrtuous liquors has been with ' the interchurch movement and years. As much of the last years crop
confiscated by the internal revenue of- will havesas Its goal $10,847,425. The Is yet to become liabilities It Is thought
ficers In New York since the eight- sum of $1,000,000 will be spent to In- that 1920 will show the banks near
the four million mark.
eenth amendment went Into effect
crease ministerial compensation. '
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Irkutsk.
The dispatch from Mr. Ray was sent
from somewhere beyond Nizhnludlnsk,
Jan. 14. It was somewhat garbled In
Klluchlnskaya Is on the
transmission.
n
railroad, 100 miles west
of Nizhnludlnsk.
The Czechs are fighting a reor guard
action with the Reds near Krasnoyarsk. Bolshevism Is gaining In Chita.
Ernest I Harris, former American
consul nt Omsk, Is still In Chita.
The British, Japanese and French
missions and many members
of the
American Red Cross have arrived in
Harbin.
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w

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Bum,
a small box of Barbo Compound, and hi
oz. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a
week until it becomes the desired Bbade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little coat. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not eo'or the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.

$I1

until, ra Town arm

3

The Distributing Point
"How Is it thnt couple always seems-tbe In a pickle."
"I suppose they get It from thel

family jars."
Red Cross Bag Blue Is the finest
product of Its kind In the world. Every woman who has used It knowr
this statement to be true.

Very Much.
"Is there anything In that cipher
One little hint Is often worth more message?"
"I am sure It was not sent
than a ton of advice.
for naught."
-

'

,

TERRIFYING DISCOMFORTS
FROM SKIN DISEASES
Itching and Burning Eruptions you cannot find a blood remedy-thaapproaches S. S. S. for real
Torture Victims.
efficiency. S. S. S. has been on the
If your skin seems ablaze with
Ihe fiery, burning and itching of
Eczema, real and lasting relief can
only come from treatment that
goes below the surface
that
reaches down to the very source
of the trouble.
come
from adisordered condition of the
blood, and search far and near,

beria.

Skin-diseas- es

Wants $10,000,000 for Navy.
Washington.
That the Impairment
of national security Is threatened by
the disorganized condition of the navy
was admitted by Secretary Daniels in
a letter urging Congress to appropriate at once more than $10,000,000
necessary to prosecute repair work on
Unless the money Is forthvessels.
coming it will be necessary to discharge 13,900 skilled artisans.

Uso
For Over

stimuli

tm

The more some men have the less
they seem to think others entitled to.

trans-Siberia-

Mob Auto Thief.
Tulsa, Okla. Joe Badgett, who was
at liberty under bond on a charge of
automobile theft, and who was taken
from the city by a crowd declared to
have been bent upon lynching hlra,
was maltreated by the crowd but not
seriously injured. Badgett, according
to the authorities, is now back in
Tulsa. .Details of the affair are still
lacking, and the police are continuing
their Investigation.

In

Thirty Years

run

railway, according . to Col.
George Emerson of this city, formerly
In charge of American engineers In Si

.

AMI

ha

wmtf'YOKK'

Colonel Blunt, captured
Minneapolis.
by Bolshevlkl, Is Lieutenant Colonel
n
Blunt, district Inspector of the

Wealthy Ranchman Found Dead.
Wyo. John Corbett, 42
Casper,
years old, a wealthy pioneer stock
man of Natrona county, was found
murdered at his ranch home six miles
southeast of Casper when county officers made an Investigation of his
premises, which had been deserted for
Robbery is believed to have
days.
been the motive for the murder, according to officers, but the identity of
the slayer Is shrouded in mystery.

Gastó

Á

01

Trans-Siberia-

Rolshevik forces in the Krasnoyarsk region of seventeen columns of Polish legionaries, together with sixteen guns
and 20,000 rifles.
A dlspntch received in London Jan.
20 said there was an unconfirmed report at Harbin thnt the Bolshevlkl had
destroyed a Polish division nenr Krasnoyarsk.
The Poles captured undoubtedly are
prisoners taken by the Russian army
early In the war and sent to Siberia.
There, after the revolution and when
the Czechs gained the ascendancy, they1
were armed and Impressed into the
forces, as was done also
with large numbers of Serbians who
had been prisoners of the Russians.

M

Always
Bears tlio
Signature Á1.V

akw

Chita, East Siberia, Jan. 26. Colonel
Blunt and seven other American engineers; Miss Ford, Captain Charette
and several other members
of the
American Red Cross, and an entire Polish army, composed of. former prisoners, have been captured by the Bolshevlkl at Klluchlnskaya, according to a
garbled telegram received from Joseph
H. Wray, former American consul at

A Bolshevik wireless communication
Jan. 13, announced the capture by the

Know
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market for fifty years, during
which time it has been giving uhi
form satisfaction for all disorders-fo- r
which it is recommended. I
you want prompt relief, you ca
rely upon 5. S. 5. For expert advice as to the treatment of your
own individual case, write
to Chief Medicar Adviser, Swift
Specific Cq Dcpt, 44, Atlanta, Ga,
to-da- y,

SIMPLE MATTER TO DIAGNOSE

NO

Collar
Salesman's Ailment Would
Probably Yield to Treatment of
the Right Kind.

Squaw Evidently

NEED FOR

INTERPRETER

Had. Not Always-BeeOne of the Ordinary

"Blanket Variety."

The collar salesman leaned his Hn- We were honeymooning In Arizona..
l'
enllke face over the counter at me Of course we had our
and whispered: - 'Tm getting collar-ltls.- " camera with us. On the principal'
street corner of a small town I saw
"What's that?" I asked, twisting a an old Indian squaw sitting on
with her pottery on exhibinumber fifteen choker around my sixteen neck.
tion about her. I thought that would-ba dandy picture to take back home.
"A disease peculiar to collar sales
men only. After one has sold these My wife and I stopped In front of
and, knowing an Indian's sulinen and flannel circles for any
length of time he begins to think, walk perstition about being photographed,,
we hesitated. Just then the proprietor
and dream in circles and spirals.
"Mentally, I can never arrive at any of the store In front of which she was
conclusion.
I start to think from a squatting opened the door and I Inthought which always seems to me to quired of hlra : "Do you think
object to our taking a snapshot
be a bone collar button, and I. Invariably arrive at the point where I be- of her?" He said he didn't know, that
gan.
we might try It, and while we
"When I take a walk I catch myself
the situation the squaw
describing circles which seem to be spoke up In excellent English and:
"No, I don't
made of collars. The streets, the with decided gestures:
houses, the stars seem at times to be care to have my picture taken." Exever-faithfu-

she-woul-

g

a

merry-go-roun-

d

made up of linen

ob-

change.

jects.
A Cultured Quarter.
"It night I dream of mounting vast
"We are now passing through
circles up In the sky made up of millions of collars, at the top of which neighborhood which has more culture-tIs a giant collar box."
the square foot than any other part
"Young man," I said, "you brnln of town."
MagaWell! Everybody about
"Weill
needs laundering." Cartoons
Went Insane at Throttle.
here, I suppose, Is a
Sioux Falls, S. D Driving Into the zine.
. , .
"Yes. Why, the people in this neighteeth of a blizzard, Engineer Stephen
The average man never casts his borhood talk about Shakespeare as If
Yorkshire, who suddenly went insane
while at the throttle, nearly caused bread upon the waters until It becomes he, .hadn't been dead more "than a
week."
the wreck of a Milwaukee freight stale.
train near Avon, S. D. A catastrophe
was averted, it was declared, by the
train's conductor, who pulled the air
brakes.
,
a--

high-brow-

.

Large Reward for Murder.
A proclamation posted
Dublin.
here contains an offer bJ the lord lieu
tenant of a reward of 10,000 for In
formation within three months leading
the conviction of any person guilty
the murder of fourteen police offi
cers whose names are given.
Oldest U. S. Soldier Dead.
Sergt. Joseph Dun- Washington.
woody, aged 97, at the time of his
death the oldest former enlisted man
in the regular army, died at the Soldiers' home of pneumonia, following
an attack of influenza. Born in Dublin In 1823, his first military service
was in the British army in India dur
ing the Sepoy rebellion. He came to
the United States just In time to enlist In the Third United States artillery at the outbreak of the Civil War
and was in many battles.
.
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HAIR FALLING?

HERE
IS WHERE IT SHOWS

Don't worryl Let Danderine" uve
your hair and double
It, beauty.
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reason, too, the presence of the Japanese In Siberia has been a constant
source of trouble. Correspondents pay
high tribute to General Graves for the
way in which he has handled the
American troops In Siberia in all this

ÍIE17S REVIEW OF
CÜRRENTEVENTS
Britain Hurrying to Put Up a
Barrier Against Bolsheviki

the Caucasus.
200,000 TROOPS

Holland Unwilling to Surrender For.
mer Kaiser for Trial Admiral
Sims'
Sensational Charges
Against Navy Department
Administration Organ
Booms Hoover for

President

Since the World has been the leadlm
metropolitan organ of the Wilson ad
ministration this aroused great interest and some excitement in the Democratic camp. The Important question,
or course, was whether or not It meant
mlxup.
that Mr. Hoover was the choice of Mr.
Wilson. No one could answer thin of
The conference of the Baltic nations ficlally. Some of the Southern Demo
closed with the appointment of a com
crats said they would not favor Hoovei
mission to work out a plan for a de- because they considered him a Renub- fensive alliance against soviet Russia. Hcan; some of the members of the
Contrary to expectations, there was party from the West thought the farm-er- s
would oppose hlra because he put
not even discussion of the question of
making peace with the bolsheviki. a fixed price on wheat and let cotton
Lithuania wanted to form an alliance soar. Mr. Hoover himself maintained
a dignified silence. The secretary of
with Esthonla and Latvia against Poland, and when this was rejected the the Bryan league says Colonel House
Lithuanians virtually withdrew from is responsible for the Hoover boom.
There has been some talk of Edward
the conference. It Is Intimated that
Lithuania may make alliances with I. Edwards, the wet eovernor of New
both soviet Russia and Germany, Jersey, as the Democratic nominee,
and there, too, Mr. Bryan comes to the
which would make the position of Poland even more uncomfortable than it front. He-- says he would oppose any
such movement and would not be a
now is.
delegate to the convention if Nebraska
should instruct for Edwards. Furtherwriting,
standIs
at this
ing pat on its claims to Flume and its more, if Homer S. Cummings favors
Edwards he will never again be naconsequent refusal to accept the settlement of the Adriatic question adopt- tional chairman of the Democratic
ed by Great Britain, France and Italy. party if Bryan can prevent it So
It will hold to this position, said a there I
Serbian diplomat, as long as President
While the federal prohibition agents
Wilson supported it, and would then
are seizing millions of dollars' worth of
be willing to submit the entire question to the League of Nations. The su- liquors and the bootleggers on the borpreme council on Tuesday sent a note ders and the moonshiners everywhere
to Belgrade which, It was said, gave are making small fortunes, one wisp
s
the
four days to reconsider of hope is held out to the wets. The
their- refusal, nd threatened that If Supreme court of the United States
they persisted the principles set forth has granted to Rhode Island permission to institute in that court original
In the pact of London would be applied
to the territories In dispute. This Is proceedings to test the validity of both
the prohibition amendment to the Conmore even than Italy now is asking.
stitution and the Volstead enforcement
act. Tlie suit is brought by direction
The long awaited demand on Holland for the surrender of the former of the Rhode Island legislature, which
German emperor was dispatched by refused to ratify the amendment. It Is
the allies, and near the end of the alleged that the amendment Is an In
week the reply was received by the terference with the state police powers
supreme council. Though at this time and a violation of the fifth constituthe reply had not been made public, it tional amendment, and Is "usurpatory,
was generally understood that In it. unconstitutional and void."
A generally overlooked feature of
Holland refused to give up the refugee
for trial, considering that this is her the prohibition law which Is of
Interest to thousands of prop
International duty and bearing in mind
the fact that the Dutch constitution erty owners was brought to public at'
forbids extradition. The Dutch press tention last week. This section imdenies that feelings of sympathy or poses a fine of not more than $2,000
antipathy have anything to do with the or a prison sentence of not more than
course adopted by the government. If two years on the owners of property
the sanctity of William's refuge Is to upon which are displayed signs or
be preserved one wonders how Lloyd posters advertising liquors which are
intoxicating.
George can carry out his
promise to bring him to Justice. The
The first cargo of radicals deported
possibility of trying and condemning
from the United States was landed in
him by default has been considered.
Finland and on Monday of last week
Politics, especially In a presidential the reds crossed the border Into Russia, where they were greeted by boiselection year, seizes on nearly everything for its own uses, and that is the terous crowds of their brother bolshevfate that has befallen Admiral Sims' ists. Emma Goldman and Berkman
scathing criticism of the navy depart- were the last to cross the frozen river
ment and its chief, Secretary Daniels. between the two countries. PreparaIt is being treated as a partisan mat- tions to send over a lot more of that
ter by the senate, whose naval affairs ilk are proceeding and arrests are of
dally occurrence. In Chicago William
committee has It in hand. The Republicans excepting Senator Borah are Bross Lloyd, the millionaire comsupporting the admiral, and the Demo- munist, and 34 of his fellows were incrats by the same token have rallied dicted for conspiracy to overthrow the
to the defense of Daniels. The most government.
Despite the severest kind of critisensational charge made by Sims was
that, on his departure for England a cism from many eminent citizens of all
high official of the department said to parties, the majqrlty in the New York
him: "Don't let the British pull the assembly insisted on the suspension of
and
wool over your eyes. It is none of our the five Socialist members-elec- t,
business pulling their chestnuts out of they are now on trial before-' the asthe fire. .We would as soon fight the sembly Judiciary committee, charged
with disloyalty. Some of the best lawBritish as the Germans."
Secretary Daniels flatly denies hav- yers the Socialist party can boast are
ing said this, or anything like It, and engaged In the defense, but the comthe admiral said he would tell only the mittee excluded the New York City
committee the name of the man who Bar association committee, headed by
did. More Important was the general C. E. Hughes, from independent particicharge that Sims never was given pation in the proceedings. That assoand efficient support by ciation was among those that conof the assembly.
the department in the prosecution of demned the
the war at sea, and that the cost of Morris Hlllquit, chief counsel for the
Daniels' policy, or lack of policy, was defendants, said If the decision was
the loss of many lives and much ship- against them it would "let loose the
ping. AH of this was contained In a violent revolution which we Socialists
letter from Admiral Sims to the de- have always endeavored to stem."
partment which the admiral made public at the demand of the senate subfor the presidency of
Defeated
committee Investigating the matter of France by Paul Deschanel, M. Clemen-ceanaval decoration awards. The whole
has retired from public life with
scandal will be given n thorough air- the plaudits of his associates of the alRepublicans
ing, and the
will not lied nations ringing in his ears.
overlook the additional material it may
a strong man, succeeds him as
'
give them for the campaign.
premier and as president of the peace

To stop falling hair at once and rid
the scalp of every particle of dandruff,
"
get a small bottle of delightful
at any drug or toilet counter
for a few cents, pour a little in youi
hand end rub It into the scalp. After
several applications the hair usually
stops coming out and you can't find any
"Dan-derlne-

dandruff.

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Soviet Russia's threat against Persia, and consequently against all of
southern Asia, as was foreseen, has so
alarmed the British that they are hurrying to the defense of their great interests In that part of the world. Na-Tforces from the Mediterranean already have been sent Into the Black
sea and troops, probably about 10,000
of them at first, may be dispatched to
the Caucasus at once. Batum, at tire
eastern point of the Black sea, Is their
first objective, and from there they
will undertake to occupy and hold the
line of the Tlflls-Bakrailway running
to the Caspian. Georgia and Azerbaijan, the two new republics which make
up the peninsula between the lnlnnd
u

seas, have asked assistance against
the soviet forces, and the barrier
against Trotzky'g armies must be
tmllt there. According to dispatches
from Paris the supreme council believes that ultimately at least 100,000
troops will be needed In the Caucasus,
and perhaps the estimate will be doubled later. France, of course, because
of her interests In Syria, Is concerned
only In a lesser degree than Is Great
Britain In the advance of the bolsheviki toward Asia Minor. As her share,
It is understood, France will relieve
the British of all participation In the
military work In the plebiscite area In
Germany, the official announcement by
Marshal Foch being that the British
troops are "not ready." They had
been waiting at Cologne for months
for this duty, however, so It Is fair to
presume that they will be hurried to
the near East
The British already have small
forces in "Persia and have begun the
organization of the Persian army, but
the native troops cannot yet be count-on to any great extent Aside from
protecting her broad avenue to the Indian frontier, Britain is vitally interested in saving the Immensely valuable oil fields of which Baku Is the center. Moreover, under the secret treaty
negotiated last summer, Great Britain
Is bound to protect Persia.
Another move to check the bolshevik! Is reported from Warsaw, where
it is rumored that the Roumanians are'
preparing to occupy Odessa and organize its defenses against the soviet
forces.
Preceding these developments came
the news that the supreme council had
lifted the trade blockade against soviet
Russia, and the bolshevlst leaders
hailed this as a sure sign that the allies were about to make peace with
them. Their belief appears to be unfounded, though the (disposition to
withdraw from all intervention within
the boundaries of Russia Is growing
mightily. Even the Japanese announce
that they are about to quit Siberia,
where, however, their protege, General
Semenoff, has Just declared himself
k
supreme ruler because Admiral
has disappeared. The Czechs are
railway
still along the
In the Lake Baikal region and bloody
conflicts between them and the Semenoff troops are said to be frequent.
The essential weakness of the
opposition to the bolsheviki, as of the movements led by
Deniklne, Yudenltch and others, lies In
the fact that all these leaders are recognized as representatives of Ihe reactionary and monarchlBtlc elements.
Thus they cannot hold the support of
the great mass of the people, who, if
pot bolshevists, are social revolution-Jst- a
and social democrats. For this
d

Kol-cha-

trans-Siberia- n

Jugo-SIav-

whole-hearte-
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The sensation of the week in domestic politics was the announcement of
the New York World that it was for
Herbert Hoover for president, on any
ticket, "on a platform representing the
kind of government which Mr. Hoover
has exemplified in his public career."

Your

hair

will grow strong,

thick and long and appear soft, glossy
and twice as beautiful and abundant
Try It! Adv. '
Naturally.
"The poet sang to his love, "Drink
to me only with thine eyes.'"
"She must have had liquid eyes."

Colds

OF

MIDDLE AGE

resa of Mankind.

It is 60 years since the first oil well
was drilled In Pennsylvania, thus In May Past tite Critical Period Safely
auguratlng the era of oil. The discovand Comfortably by Taking
ery was at once recognized as possessing great value, but there could have
Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable
been but a slight appreciation of the
Compound.
mammoth proportions to which the in
dustry was destined to grow. Hailed
Summit, N. J. "I have taken Lyd!
as an llluminant supplanting candles
and whale oil, the business has E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound dur
ing Change of Lite
widened beyond any possible dreams
I think it is s
IPIIIP'IIIII and
of those who were active in the early
good remedy in such
days of oil. The center of the industry
a condition. I could
has long since departed from the place
not digest my food
j ,$ v,...and had much pain
of its origin. The southwest and the
and burning in my
Pacific coast almost unknown lands in
after
the Infancy of the business, now promeals. I could not
duce thousands of barrels to the orig
sleep, had backache,
inal oil region's one. Oil is still used
and worst of all
as an llluminant on millions of farma
were the hot flashes.
I saw in the papers
and in Isolated places all over the
Veeetabla
world, but that Is no longer the chief
Compound so I tried
Now I feel all
product of crude. Gasoline, at first a right
and can work better. You have
Is now the my permission to publish this letter."
troublesome
main result sought The millions of -- Victoria Koppl, 21 Oak Ridge Ave.,
motor-drive- n
vehicles that have come Summit N. J.
If you have warning symptoms such
Into existence In the past score of
years would not have been possible as a sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
headaches,
dread of imhad we not had this desirable product pending evil,backache,
timidity, sounds in the
to provide an explosive to drive them. ears, palpitation of the
heart sparks
Vast quantities of the crude product before the eyes, irregularities, conare used to drive locomotives and stipation, variable appetite, weakness,
ships. The war might not have been inquietude, and dizziness, get a bottle
won had not the allies had access to of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and begin taking
medicine at
the fields of Mexico and the United once. We know it will the
help you aa it
States. . And not only as fuel does the did Mrs. Koppl.
greasy product enter Into the world's
A man is never sure he knows until
commerce, but as a lubricant It lessens
the friction of bearings, from the sew' he makes good.
ing machines to steamships. The by
products even enter the realms of med'
lclne, and while the limit would seem
to be reached In utilizing the waste
"ROSY-FIT- "
from the refineries, It Is possible that
further subdivisions may yet increase
the number. The story of oil Is a romance that equals the tale of steel,
If Bilious, get your
yet it Is an Infant In point of time com
Pep and Color back
pared with the metal that has brought
such wealth to Pennsylvania.
Pitts
with "Cascarets"
burgh Gazette-Time-

'.

y

Get instant relief with
Tape's Cold Compound
Qult blowing
Don't stay stuffed-up- !
and snuffling ! A dose of Tape's Cold
Compound" taken every two hours until three doses are taken usually
breaks up a cold and ends all grippe
misery.

The very first dose opens your
nostrils and the air pass
ages of your head ; stops nose running;
relieves the headache, dullness,
clogged-u-

p

fever-ishnes- s,

sneezing, soreness, stiffness.
'Tape's Cold Compound" Is the
quickest, surest relief known and costs
only a few cents at drug stores. It
acts without assistance. Tastes nice.
Contains no quinine. Insist on Pope's I
Adv.
When a shower of missiles come
your way, you know your own missile
has hit home.
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin.
Touch Dimples, redness,
rouehnonti
or Itching, if any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
everywhere 25c each. Adv.
Men who think money will do ev
erything may be suspected of doing
anything for money.

SHE DYES HER

OLD

GARMENTS LIKE NEW
"Diamond Dyes" Make Faded, Shabby
Apparel So Fresh and Stylish.

Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
cotton or mixed goods, dresses,
blouses, stockings, skirts, children'!
coats, feathers everything.
Direction Book with each package
tella how to diamond dye over any color.
To match any material, have dealer
show you "Diamond Dye" Color Card.
Adv.
Do not let your keenness overshad
ow your kindness.
,

WHY DRUGGISTS

Furred Tongue, UuU Tusie, indigestion, Sallow Skin, and Miserable Headaches come from a torpid liver and
sluggish bowels, which cause the stom
ach to become filled with undigested
food which sours and ferments, form
ing acids, gases, and poisons. Cascarets
tonight will give your bilious liver and
constipated bowels a thorough cleansing and have you feeling clear, bright
My name is Aldlberontlphostlphornko-pohokus- . and as fit as a fiddle by morning.
If you see a star shoot and Cascarets never sicken or Incon
say my name 17 times before It goes venience you like nasty Calomel, Salts,
out you will find a diamond ring In the Oil, or griping Pills. They work while
track of the first blue cow's foot you you sleep. Adv.
see go down the road In a snowstorm
A company Is known by the man
while the red roses are blooming on who
dominates it
I've got
the tomato vines. Good-by- l
to take a ride on a grasshopper."
t
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP.
Again he wrote: "I hope your watch
runs all right. When you write again
A cold is probably the most com
be sure to look at it and tell me what
time it is, so I won't have to get up mon of all disorders and when neglectand look at the clock." And In an- ed is apt to be most dangerous. Sta
other note: "Be careful when you are tistics show that more than three
on the street not to feed shucks to times as many people died from instrange dogs or pat snakes on the fluenza last year, as were killed In
head or shake hands with cats you the greatest war the world has ever
e
years
haven't been Introduced to or stroke known. For the last
Boschee's Syrup has been used for
the noses of electric car horses."
coughs, bronchitis, colds, throat ir
, ritation and especially lung troubles.
Two Rivals of the "Spud."
have been It gives the patient a good night's
Two new vegetables
propagated at the Missouri botanical rest, free from coughing, with easy
garden at St. Louis, It was announced expectoration In the morning. Made
by Dr. George T. Moore, director of the In America and used In the homes of
thousands of families all over the
garden.
Adv.
One has been named the "arraca- civilized world. Sold everywhere.
cha" and the other the "dasheen."
Hesitation seldom prospers.
Both resemble the potato and are said
to be about equal In food value o It.
"Gce-WBi- z!
Doctor Moore explained the arracaHow
cha, when cooked, Is a bit darker than
Herts The
the sweet potato and tastes like the
parsnip. It Is a rapid grower, he said.
My
Dasheens, cooked In cream, taste
like cauliflower, and when baked have
the flavor of a roasted chestnut. Doc
tor Moore amplified. They are related
"Sometimes it Ss in my arra. Merciful
to the Egyptian taro, commonly refer
Heaven, how my back hurts in the moro.
red to as the "elephant ear," Doctor
íngr It's all
Moore said.
due to an over
The announcement was made to del
abundance of
egates who attended the convention of
poison
the American Association for the Adcalled urio acid.
vancement of Science, which ended
The kidneys an
recently.
not able to get
rid of it. Such
Made Good Use of Hairpin.
conditions vou
Dr. Arnold K. Henry of Dublin, who
can readily over
was a surgeon with the British expeditionary forces in France, relates In a
letter to the Lancet several Instances
of using a hairpin when called upon
to perform an operation without the
V
proper tools. In one case he horrified
e'5
in imnA
tlftv
the mother superior of a French conAvoid too much meat, alcohol
order.!
vent by using a common hairpin, bent or tea. Drink plenty of pure water.
as a retractor for an eyelid. In another preferably hot water, before meals, and
he extracted with It a foreign body drive the urio acid out of the system by
from the ear, which syringing had failtaking Anuric." This can be obtained
ed to remove. Once when he had to
any drug store.
baby,
on
a
tracheotomy
with
perform
Send a bottle of water to the chemist
no Instrument but a knife, he borrowed a hairpin, bent it, inserted it at Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo;
N. Y, and you will receive free medical
into the wound in the throat and utiladvice as to whether the kidneys are
ized the projecting ends as attach
affected. When your kidneys get slug,
ments for tapes around the neck. ,
gish and clog, you suffer from backache,
dizzy spells, or twinges
Cost of Style.
and pains of lumbago, rheumatism or
Mother Why do you wear that thin
gout; or sleep is disturbed two or threa
blouse?
times a night, take heed, before too late.
Daughter It's stylish.
for it will
Get Amino
"You must be cold."
put new life into your kidneys and your
"I am."
entire system. Ask your nearest drug"I should think you'd shiver."
gist for it or send Dr. Pierce ten cents
"No, It Isn't stylish to shiver 1"
for trial package.
Indomitable

Break

Jugo-Slavl-
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llluminant, Fuel and Lubricant, It
la Indispensable to the Prog-

about
it

airplane photograph of Niagara Falls taken from an elevation of 350 feet. 2 Stills
owned
and operated by the government as part of the laboratory for testing the
alcoholic content of drinks.
German submarine testing tank that Is now owned by the British
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WORLD'S GREAT DEBT TO OIL
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Cheerfulness.

That a man can remain cheerful
though Imprisoned for a crime he did
not commit Is proved by some of the
letters that Mr. O. Henry wrote to his
little girl .while he was serving his
unjust sentence. They are quoted in
the Boston Globe.
"Hello, Margaret!" says one playful
missive.
"Don't you remember met

fifty-thre-

.

For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
ia a strengthening medi
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
Clemenceau's
downfall treatment at once.
conference.
"Something Like Cheese."
However, if you wish first to test this
was not surprising, for, despite his
A small boy came to the Brlghtwood
Dr.
great
ten
cents
to
preparation
send
splendid conduct of affairs during the
tc Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a Hbrury and solemnly asked for cotwar, he had a host of bitter enemies In Kilmer
sample bottle. When writing be sure and tage cheese. The libración thought a
France. The new government does not mention this paper. Adv.
moment and asked If he did not mean
hold out to Germany any hopes of
the book, "Scottish Chiefs." "Yes," he
more lenient treatment than did the
Ability is measured by deeds rather said pleasantly, "I knew "It was some
old.
thing like cheese." Indianapolis News.
hRn by Intentions.
t,
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it
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Baby Cough

require treatment with remedy that con-tai- nt
no opiates. Piao't U mild but effective; pleasant to take. Ask your druggist for
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will bo boycotted tT nil
tli oilier members of tho League and
will find Kself cut off from both business and social communication with
the rest of tho world.
l
How It Will Prevent Wars,
It Is not claimed that tho League of
Nations will do away with war altoMILLIONS ACCLAIM WIL80N A3 gether. Every posslhlo provision 'that
HE CPHED8 ACR033'
human intelligence can deviso will
made to settlo luternatlonnl dispute
TH
LAND.
peaceably. But should all these measures fail and two nations go to war,
this Is what will happen :
FEW ASK
CHANGES
If both partios to tho dispute linM
observed tho rules of tho League, tlifl
oilier nations will stand buck and let
Majority Feil That President's Guld-ane- e
ilun f;;ht It out. War under such
Should Be Held He Regard
ivivimixiniices Is difficult to Imagine,
however, because before the angry n:v
Pact A3 Sure to Come Soon.
lions win bo allowed to fight in
with the rules of tho League,
(By Mt. Clemens News Bureau)
ao much timo must elapse that In ail
probability their tingar will cool and
Aboard Preuideat Wl30n's Special
they will reach a:i amicable underTrain From tho Capital at Washingstanding.
ton to the far Pacific coast the PresiWhat we have to four is that some
dent of the United States lias Jour,
neyed on the moat unusual expedition nation will go to .wnr in defiance of
ever undertaken by a chief executive tho League, and every precaution lias
beeu taken to suppress such a nation
of the cation.
by the Immediate use of tho United
To discuss national questions, many
power of tho other nations. It interpresidents havo toured tha land; but
national boycott failed to brins her
Mr. Wilson h laying before America
to terms she would have to face a
a question which affects the whole combined International enny und
world the question of whether or not Davy. The founders of the League bewe aro to join In the League of Na- lieve that the inoro possibility of such
tions; whether wo ere to forget our n situation will prevent any nation
former Isolation and iharo with the from violating lis agreement.
Does
other peoples of the earth tho responanyone think that Germany
would
sibilities of maintaining civilization have begun war I've 'yéhrs aso If she
and preventing, aa ha suys we can dj, had known that nearly all tho other
future warfare.
xrout powers would combine aga(n3t
Between the capital and the coasl herí
..
tbe president made flftoon speeches
Doing tha World's Work.
and half a dozen brief talk:. All of
Id addition to settling Internalloral
100.000 follow cUizeus listened to hiai.
disputes peaceably
the League of
8cveral millions had the chanca to see .Nations will provide means for dolus
him, and apparently everyonr wanted
much of the world's work more systo see him, from thoso who thronged
tematically and effectively than can
tho streets of thn cities rml towns
le done now when each nation Is
where he stopped, to thoji who cama working only for Itself. Tho people
to tho rallaldo or stood at littlo flag you know belt and like best are those
Cttns Sjctlon of ihe Kray GaiHer
stations in remote places, knowing who work with you on the same Joh.
and cntprint gkntW.
A
Furf miiture onminf from crburf-to- r
way
with the
mixture. thoroughly gaaihrd nl entonnn rvhHUfr.
their only reward could he a fleeting It will be the same
É.haust
L
Fuel
üt.
oiiiidt-rl
liat'.oos of the future. The more tlu'7
rlimpss and a wave of the hand.
He has met and talked to nil types work together, the sooner they will
come to millers' ami and like each
"bf citizens
to men big in tho business, financial and professional worlds, other.
I'or example, the Tongue will estabto farmers and mechanical workers,
to Indians and cowboys and foreign-bor- lish an international organiza I i for
iff
herders and rangtrs, to soldiers tlie l:etlt'rinji of labor conditionn
different countries, for the piott-Hloand to mothers who lost soldier-son- i
of women and children ami the nnti-rIn the late war.
Inhabitant! of civilized nod
What do they all tell him? unaniOne of iewrniny'
countries.
mously they say they wnn't peace
greatest
crimes lias been her barb-row- s
definitely settled, they want 20 more
treatment of the hefptes pcopl
wars, they want the League of Naof the
in Home of her colonies.
tions, and most of the American peo- chief tasks of (lie League will; he to
ple, It may be fairly said, tell the look after peoples that urn tnV eU'oiii,"
President they want the League Just enough to protect themselves
as It is, without the reservations or
The Ijmiiciip will appoint commisamendments which certain senator
sions to hiNe charge of vhvíiwishave insisted upon. The majority of
iinrtertnbfngs so tftut the?
Citizeas say to those who Interview
, not for
may he carried
them on this tour:
of any one nut ion. hut for the bennflt
"Woodrow Wilson guided us rightly of 1I10 whole world. Provision will
promotion of fair tad equal
before and during the war with Germany. We entered that war, every- - Hade coiolillons.
These are only a few of
ope agrees, to end all wars. He says
world will derive from
the l'ati-- call fo that. 'We want to
do tljat, so let us keep on trusting him, As time goes on we shall find mure
jjiid more tasks at which th nations-rfah gel the league into operation as
greater
work in cimimoii and
S.1T
oyu
possible. Forgot politics."
ini;.r
finety-Fm- r
Jtfj.Jt Americans encountered, on the Jiumlicr of opportunities t remove
and.
up
jealousies
which
stir
Of t
lh
fconscs
Oi
our
full
in
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color
Icycle.
ir
ehoT
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Touf have forgotten politics
ef "Ramtcr"
rtaiw from 911.7, 118.1, ?
I
Uauiiuuslfics lift wf en races ami pp!es.
others. BlHioro fit nrli-e'
riele, ut a pntc mude poiible on, y by r.
íicán Goveníors and Mayors, 'have in
TiHsrc is n MEM! Utcvole for eVOJ-sales plan.
Objections Answered.
ACTVli
troduced the President to ula audi- f "fcmW Weyrtj
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forget that individual friendship, as
well as corporation good' win. Is based
4 confidence and the foundation of
eofclldence is Integrity. Ewgena 0
Bras, In Forbes Magaelnev
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In Quite Too Mary.
Speech was i ven man to ro?-"thoughts, but It was a needless
lion In many cases. llostou

script.
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Almost Perfect Time.
Otlr day tlie sidereal day of the
apparent motion of the stars is !)
minutes B5.91 seconds shorter than a
Considering clock
mean solar day.
glaring, n Trench astronomer calculates that with four wheels having 119,
10, S17 and 314 tectli hierra! can be
converted Into mean time with tlie Iobh
or only one second In eight years, and
that with wheel bavin 1S8. 40Ó, 503
ani 227 teeth the error can be reduced to only onp second in a period
of '19 yeers.

Father's Attitude.

wept lVrcy l'oorguy, "I cannot complain of my father's treatment. The nttitmlo toward trie which
Ids he constantly maintains in hU letter
Mict.-ipI
is one of nnrcmitting kindness,'"
Tflwn- CUrgoylo.
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kepp my word, no mat tor how trifling
the circumstances, and never promise)
what I can't fulfill. I Insist that noDe
of our men make n contract that the
company can't live up to fully. Any
salesman discovered making an agreement in which Is Inserted a clause giving the company n loophole to escape
from so tilling the conlracl, will be
given ten minutes' notice. This policy
Is so well understood' that we never
have to enforce tlie threat I never

Whistling for Wind.
Lveryliody Is familiar wltb tlie old
superstition of sailors that, 1o bring
l favorable breeze, they must whistle
luring tb" calm. From the remotest
'iines there seems to have prevailed
a belief that libation or sacrifice would
placate the storm spirits and; induce
them to permit the veseI to proceed
ltiissiiin
unmolested on its course.
sailors have been known to pour oatmeal and water over a rocky promontory In order to obtain a wlnd favorable to their designs.
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Requisite. ..
Integrity
Integrity is a prime essential to rear
success. One who is dishonest may
pile up money, but riches are not Important without honor and the respect
I try always to
of your associates.
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"The Early Bird Catches the Worm"
If you contemplate buying a TractorVDo It Now"
for every
The AVERY Makes

size of farm. See us and
what you need.
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